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tlaburab Etwiting
VOL. XVIII. NO.211.

PADUCAH. KY.. THURSDAY EVENING. AUGUST 30. 1906.-

FARMERS' INSTITUTE
WILL BE HELD HERE
Commissioner Vreeland Gives Names
of Lecturers Furnished By
The State.

IlEARS1' SUING PRIZI•'. FIGHTER.

Wants to Realize Upon 82,000 (Iteck
tended as Forfeit Money.
--Bakersfield, Cal., Aug. 30.--Wil11am R. Hearst Jointly with the Firs
(
Bank of Kern is suing Aurello Herrera for $ 2:000 as a result of the Her- Preparing For His Reeenti011
rera-Nelson fiasco at Los Angeles in
and ipeeeli Tonight.
May. Hearet's Los Angeles Eeamlner
was holder of a check for $2,000. deposited as forfeit moiler. After 'the
fiasco lief-recta stopped payment on the Speer. Iciest Night at licctais• •bf
check
Hearst at now trying to colla•ft stestie•r De a
to111.
VELIA)Wl FEVER StlSPECTS,

PRIZES OFFERED FOR BEST PRODUCTS

Tee Mee Held for Examination at
\althea, MIN,.

Natchez, Miss.,'Augur( 30.
UnitPallet:eh will have a state fat in tee: institute under the direction of ed States Marine hospital surgeons
the state board of agriculture with some of the most learned men on are on the way here from New Orsubjects of agriculture in the United States, to lecture to those 1n at- leans to investigate two suspected
tendance. This has been decideJ on by Commissioner of Agriculture liu- yellow fever cases. One Is that of a
bert Vreeland, who announced his plans yesterday to Secretary Coon., white nom who sante here several
of the Commercial club.
days ago from Vidalia. La., the other
The Institute is to be the climax of the county Institutes being fogter- a negro, who came here from Ferried by the department in southwester n Kentucky, and prizes for the best day. La. Both were ill when they arproducts from many of the counties will be offered by the state,
rived.
The sessions will occupy three days the latter part of Odtober, and
will be
. held. probably, In the Kentte-• ky theater. The date wIllabe decideo
tad by the Paducib Commercial Hub and the county Farmers' institute
he present
The commissioner
said that large delegations will
from other sections of thel)state, as agricultural matters always interest
fume'', of the central counties.
Yesterday Secretary Coons, of the last week in October.
STREET ItAILW.t1 coalPtal TO
"Commissioner Vreeland and his
Commereial club, spent the day in
s•PEN D Ft MTV NE.
Frankfort, Ky., In the Interest of the associates have pledged large delecitizens of Paducah and MeCraocen gations for all the eastern counties,
and it remains for the local citizens
county. On his return he said:
"Governor- Beckham and Commis- and the farmers of the county to I‘Injoloy e% .1 Offer 1< I '4.'11pr...elbow alml
.trihitriste, but tee
sioner Vreeland
provided me with make this the greatest Farmers'
Flat Wits%/41.
state documents, appointing Andreae; meeting ever held in the United
H. Veitschberger, of Vienna, Austria; mate tspecial commissioner of immigration.
t; woh tn connection wah the Padu- PARSON QUITS1 NSUGHTI" FIAWK
San Francisco. Aug. 3.0. - The Met
cah Commercial club."E the inter-'
slip that the street car men's union
Iii. MA*.
rine of the inintigration movement rhumb Ifeenhera I)iwi4w
is reads to make pace sac made early
dates .tstainet Worldlincee.
The governor and commissioner exthis morning, when the union ufneers
pressed themselves as being in heftisubmitted a proposition to the tailed
City, Iowa. Arg. 90.-Rev.
ly sympathy with the work the ComRat:roast company agreetng to return
George
Soden
has
turned
his
back,on to
mercial club Is doing on Immigrawork immediately if the demand (Jr
tion. and the governor stated that be. the First Baptist church, of which `he $:t a das is granted,
and-tben submit
expects to be present at the conven- has been pastor for a year. because to arbitration the
question eV:Is-ours.
Its
members
have refused to renounce
tion on the fourth and flfth of OctoPresident t'a'houn said the (empest;
ber. unless some thing unforseen pre- the world and follow his conanands. would spend a quarter
of a
vents him. He heartily endorses the When Ihr. &Rau accepted the call to tare
on the fight with the union(' a
Commercial
nurnIgratIon the church he told the member* he
clutes
scheme with the caution that the un- would stay only eo long as they obeydesirable element should be careful- ed the mite he set duds. Hn forbade
all Sunday amusements and attendly weeded out.
"For some time the Commercial ance at demand lodges or other firmend) has been making efforts to se- eons on prayer meeting night, and
cure the next annnal state Farmers' Mule other rifles whteet went hadi. A TAKE\ Bl' t4IXTEEN-1:1•.1,11-01.1)
Institute. Yesterday
Commtssionet good man) of the members' fell front
GIRL IN COUNT1.
Vreeland agreed to give Paducah and gra e and Mr. Soltau decided to quit
McCracken county. a ;special meeting them as incorrigible. Mr. Paitan has
of the state institute, to be known as been an evangelist, working in almost
the general round up of the insti- every: part of England siva America Desplanclem and 'il''..i lii World She
Sought to Lou Her Life
tutes, for the year) work, at which He will make his headquarters In Chie•.terday.
meeting, the commissioner and board cago hereaftes
will secure the following men of national reputation, to handle the sub- KENOSHA altIOR it %TTERS FOP:
pees assigned to them.
In a fit of despondency Myrtle
Agricultnre-F. D. Coburn, secre- E. J. Huck Badly Beaten by James Grear, 16 years old, took 25 cents
tary of the stete board of agricuis
Gorman in Bitter Conflict.
worth of morphine at her home in
titre, of Kansas.
Calvert City. a few miles east of PaImmigration- Commissioner gee-.
Kenosha, Wis. August 30.- As ducah on the Illinois Central, yestereral. F. W. Sergeant, of the :depart- the result of an old feud. E. J. Huck day morning just before noon awl
ment of commerce and tabor, Wash'
- and Mayor James Gorman met In a was found shortly after dinner by
ington. D. C.
bitter personal encounter m the bar-: her sister. Physicians nave worked
Forestry- Gifford W. Pinchot, of room of the Eichelman
hotel laze with her incessantly since.
the bureau' of forestry, of the na- night, and Huck was so badly beaten
The girl was born and raised at
tional department of agriculture.
by the mayor that he Is in bed toCalvert City but her parents died
Labor- Hon., Sagauel C. Clomp- day. It is declared b) witnesses that
several years ago. She lived with
ers, head of the federation of labor Huck invited the attack by abusing
several families in Calvert City, reSoils- Dr Byres 0. Hopkins. dean the mayor. This morning a warrant
siding with Mrs. Henry Moorehead
of the Agriculture college. of Illinois. charging assault was issued for the
last. Yesterday Mrs.Moorehead found
Good Roads- Simnel-C. Lancas- arrest of Huck
but later it was
her uneonacions form and a note
ter, consulting engineer of the withdrawn and Mayor Gorman went
close by. The note read thet she was
United States department of agricul- to the county court and flied an aptired of living, had no friends, ado
plication for an examination into the
ture.
wanted to die.
• Corn and Corn Products- Prof mental condition of Huck. Gorman
Dr. '11. M. Jones Sias summoned
P. 0. Holden. vice dean of the Iowa claims that Heck repeatedly bas
and used the stomach pump. lie empexperiment station. of Ames, Iowa.
threatened his lite.
tied the stomach but the drug had
"Professor Holden.. wanout doted,
been absorbed and the girl could not
is the ablest expert on corn and corn
MARS Ole BROKEN Ii0\11efe.
be brought to consciousness.
'product, in the United States, and

MORPHINE

e

probably _any other (*country, and 'to
hear his lettures, and hear him explain in details, the wonders of the
proper production of' this great staple, Is well worth the attendance or
any farmer In Kentucky. in fact, every expert mentioned for the various
eubjecta above, stands at the head
of his peOfession and a recognized
authority.
"As • further favor, Commissione; Vreeland will offer .a number of
valuable prizes for various products
grown in Southwestern Kentucky.
"The date for this meeting *111 be
...Arranged as moon as the directors or
the Farmers' Institute and the Commercial club can confer on the matter. Probably, it will be held the

Boy Falls From Tbenter (flattery and
Will Live.
Evannvil:e. hid.. Aug 30.--Cheres
d'erking, aged le years and residing
ha ()berry street, fell a distance of 28
feet in the new Wells Bijou theater
building seeterday afternoon and was
seriously Injured
He suffered a dislocation of the right eh°. :der, a tracttare cf the tipper jaw bone, a double
fractore at the right wrist and had
two bones broken in the palm of his
right hand. He probably owes his
life to the fact that lie broke het fell
by 'edict:rig the floor first with his
right hand. That he was not killed
Insiartl) Is a miracle, for he plunged
to the hard pine floor head foremost.

The State Board of Agriculture
To Meet Here During Convention
lion. Hubert Vreeland, commie- more familiar with the importance of
!loner of agriculture and immigra- immigration, and also to put the
tion, yesterday promised
Secretary board In position to co-operate wltp
the Paducah Commercial . club and
Coons of the Commercial club, that
the Mittens of Jackaenes Purchase.
he will call the state board to meet
Governor Beckham said he will be
in Patinae!' daring the Immigration present. unless something conflicts.
nteneention, October'
4 Firril 5. to take Secretary Of State **Chesney also
I the conveectiost,... and become

.yr

10 CENTS PER WEEK

"'"MA OPEN DOORS
OF TRUST COMPANY

.11Itendan6 Accused of Maltreating a
Patient.

Bolivar, Teuu., August 30. - The
Western Hospital for the Insane.
west of Bolivar, is having a breezy
time at present. Rumors d mal- Receiver Believes Securities
treatment to patients
have been
Are Intact.
floating in for the past week. The
cuinnnation was reached on Sunda
Last, when parties on the highwa.•
saw three attendants belittle one 1.1v9all1 teriaii I
%I.....
Green Nunnery, a patient, in no genin aluse,gagee mite Itsi. Will letle manner.

im

,

Ml iii FX111.),1).
FELIAIW NEBRASKANS NIET IIINI
Broke in Jail, overpowered Sheriff.
Bid GUI No Vk•tini.
Mabry.. Aug 30.--A mob of severs
New York, Aug. 311.-WI:liani Jennings Bran Is resting today aboard thowesed battered down the jail d
:he steam yacht rise at anchor off last alight in an effort to recur an i
slit
Stapleton, Stateu le:and. The ne- !soca Will Thotaeason. a neg
brusk an ba buebanding his strength con reseed to clim:nal ass
The
desperat •
tor the reception tonight. when for sheriff and guards made
me. Thompover 2 hours be will forecast in a resistance but were ov
.cmg speech the hiSues of the coming. son was secreted ear er in the evenas inatee to fin.]
ing and the neon
campaign.
him.

Tele COIIPANI:

TO

CONTINUE.

Philadelphia, Aug. 30. --At the conclusion of a protracted conference with
the directnrs of he. embarrassed Real
Estate Trust company. Receiver Earle
said that an his estimation the receiv-'
erahip will only be temporary. and
that the company will be able to resume bascules at an early dos. He
said it would take severed dears before
he will be able to make a definite
statement. He spoke oPtirnisti al and
spent Night With Nicene
said he. did not think
New l'wk August
- Uncle:
the failtne
wou:d prove to be as bad as it at first
ices skies and in exuberant spirits
looked and bronzed by the suns of man)
Regarding the eondition of. trusts
durinn his year's travel, comIn the custody of the compiuss, Mr.
pletely around the world, William
E THOUsitall BREAK OUT IN Earle said: "While
Jennings Bryan steamed
I have not had an .
up New
isPFIN ItlieVOLT.
opportunity to ex:amass the books. I
York bay yesterday afternoon on th
have every reason to believe that all
steamer Princess Irene and recely d
nest funds are intact "
rousing ovations from large weyontThus far there pas been no hitt,
Mg parties which went down tiquar- Militia heist 111111111114'
Ituticirral
that securities deposited as collateral
antic'e to meet and cheer i/tte incomatilt-la
trout. I 1.8,4 of
ing vessel and its disenyitshea pasfor loans were tampered with bs tI
isito.13% el%
late Pressidanc Hleple or that treed
senger.
The hopeiul
funds were misapplied
Bryan was not iniles lomat health
view of Mr. Earle Is shared by finials
during the voyage, but he was betVancouver, B. C., August 30, - clal tntereeta genera-11Y
ter today and felt sure that he wouta
It was reported that an effort was
be able to carry out the plans whit:a Five thousand Indians on the Sahave been made' fqr.him during th bine riser. 190 miles from the roast, being made to help out the bank with
have been/Made for hi& during the have broken out in open revolution the view to reopening It within fontA call was sent to Vancouver for the eight hours. hut 't was denied b) the
next few/days.
He /Was taken off the Prinregs militia. The trouble arose over the -heads of larger banks. Some dIrefisheries question.
ors. however, have not abandoned
lreoe.by special permission of Proshope of aceomplIshing this object and
dent. Roosevelt shortly after tly- vu_
Miss Loretta Billings. of Jackson - have been using their perennial influel had 'anchored In quarantine. First
Florida. is here to spend the ence with the object of raising the rehe went aboard the tugs chartered
by "Bryan's Nebraska Home Folks' winter with the family of Mr. B. J. quired $3.5•00,000 to meet a Mealier
autownr sueseribed by the' Clearingwhere he was exultantly greeted and 11118MM of Monroe street.
fur's.. association, and this make tilt
hailed as the next president. .
the deflciencs of $7.000S109 In theHe then went aboard the yacht "le
hank is fonds. One pro na I skeet bank,r
Ituld" ()amid be hie long time friend
subscribed $0111,4011 today,'and othand scheolrnate. Edward V. Goitre.
ers are willing to adverse. large gums.
of St. Louis, astui where such wellMr. B. H. Converse, chairman of
known Democrats as Norman E.
Bit the trustees of the genera; assembly
Mack, national committeeman of New REVOLUTION MI-;I. SIs \I
GA NI NG HOLD.
and a stockholder in the Real E^tate
York. and Daniel J. Clomp. national
Trust company, said todas that the
committeeman
of Miceigan. were
trustees had on deposit le the trust
awaiting bini. In the "Illini•' Bryan
cnmpiiis about $4.0est which is Inwas taken to Stapleton Island where Victory of
erwileill and ...urrev..
The remainder
volved In the failure
be landed and was taken in an autotier if Insurgents offeet by
of the trusteee' manes, amounsom to
mobile to the home of Lewis Nixon,
Sentissaeut.
$963,e69, is invested in mortgagee.
"Ben Brew." on the heights of
bonds and other tecurilles. Ate examTompkinsville, and overlooking the
[nation of these 'securities to auditors
harbor.
Hassell, Aug ti ---The gut render as late as late Sundiy 'how el that
Here Bryan spent the night the
evening being devoted to a confer- today of some of the more vigorous in- they are all intact.
ence with Intimate friends and men surgent leaders le the provinces of
Statement 4 leresior.
of prominence in his party. No espe- Matenza and Santa Clara and the
Philadelpies .N• ic. 345.-Jobn Concial political significance was sow:li- coining in of a scattering few Motu
ed to the conference by those who at- gents in response to the government's verse, a prominent director of the
tended and who declared Its purpose proffer of amnetats is eases more than Real Estate Trust cemdaty- when a
was merely to learn Bran's wishes offset In, the insurgent sentiment loom question about reorganization was put
he hoped depositors
regarding the plans made for him in;ttoonger daily In the country dis- to him. said
during She 'next few weeks and to tricts of the provinces of Havana. Pi- would be „paid in full. He said they
acquaint himself with the drift of af- nar del Rio and Santa Clara and would receive at least Zel per cent sot
which Is now reported to be itsiesing their deposits.
fairs at home.
Bryan was accompanied by his wit', headway in Santiago. There are
and daughter Miss Grace Bryan.Mrs. grave doobta of the loyalty of recreits.
Committed Suicide.
Bryan went with hlm on the "Mini" and especially the negro recruits who
Philadelphia. Aug. 341.-Coroner
to Nixon's home. but Ness Bryan con- are suspected In many quarters of a King, who held an limiest on the body
tinued on the steamer and spent the willingness to Join the other side with of President Hipple.:of the Real Eswhich many of sheir people me identi- tate nun compan), announced this
night with friendedn the city.
Bryan could not be drawn into a fied.
morning that Hipple committed gutThe undeniable evidences of tne cide.
Methadon of politleal questions today
growth of insurrectionist sentiment is
that Banker
Coroner King said
causing Inc:retake- doubt as tiairheths -Hippie shot himself in the mouth,
er the government whit after all, he the bullet enterlwg his brain. The suPatinea it lCcprv'rsstaIlre.
able to cope promptly- with the move- icide occurred In the bathroom. The
_
New York. August 30,-- Paducah
coroner said-he kept the affair semen here for the receptlog.to Wil
TO El NISH ?SHERIDAN
ROAD. Hain
cret for the resecon that he fearea
J. Bryan are Joseph L. FriedPAID S1(00,000,000 BY PEOPLE. the announcement Would cause, a
man, H. B. Phillips, L. B.. Ogilvie
to
Prominent %len iii
etheronein
run on the bank. He staid, he did It
aed W. 8. Rieke.
Take Project Iteforc• legislature.
of his own volition without suggee(aarpora
(Min Putillic Service
tion from anyone.
Take in tinge Sham for l'enr.
GRIDIRON HF:ROES IN POLITICS.
Kenosha. Wis., August 30.- -There
30.-The
Columbus. Ohio, A ltd.
Is another chance that the Sheridan
PONSUI, WITHDRAWS.
lake and Frank Buttery.oft la groas earnings of the public service
read planned so many years ago by Everett
Connecticut.
in
Reek
Office
companies taxed under the Cole law Gave Out Sensational
Volney Foster may be completed, as
Report to
will reacts this year the enornmeg sem
up by
the matter has been taken
Government.
the
Included in
Mayor Becker of Milwaukee. and he - New Haven, Cents. Aug. :/0•--Twa of $290.01.10.ideta
and
has been promised the aid of promi- old Yale and Harvard gridiron heroes list of corporations are steam
Washington, August 30.- G. Jarnent men of Kenosha and Racine today plunged Into Connecticut pod- electric railroads, exprese. telegraph
vis Boweed has resigned as AmeriCounties. These men will Make an ties--Everett lake, the former Har- and telephone, signal and messenger,
can eonsul at Guadeloupe, Frennia
Butter- pipe line. gas and electric lights and
effort to have the Wisconsin legis- vard half back awl Frank
West Indians. He left the service
full
back,
worth,
Yale's most (among
power companies, and freight lineal.
lature take tip the road proposition
shortly after the rioting In Guidefortmers They are tax'Ad 1 per rent on their
it Wit next lirMitMe"ant provide fee and son nf R. r. Bet,
lonpe. which caused
him to send
the building of the highway In such ly congressman from Ohio. Lake was gross earnings, so that the law will
alarming reports to the state departa way that only property owners anstosinee4 as a candidate for lieu- produce this year .2,0e0,4)(ln of revment about the dangers which
Republicau enue. Last )ear their earnings relchalong It shall be taxed. Already a tenant governor by the
threatened American interests In
movement has been started for an state machine. Butterworth was ans ed $180 000,000
Onadaloope. Rowena reported that
organization In the two Nineties for flounced as Remade:an candidate for
the situation was serious and was
state senator from New Haven.
the completion of the road.
HUMMED WITH BULLETS.
beyond local control. In consequence
of this report an American gunboat
leads of 1•1'ealthy IJIii,uis Fanaier Is was sent to the island to the disFOgell <in Bowl.
pleasure of France. which had warships near Guadeloupe and was preBlecintington, III
Aug. IS0.-- -The pared tq check election riots.
Ii, the consent of the people
An
Fele tonight Pled Friday. The
hod) of James Gibbons, riddled with InvegtIgation of cdeulitions in Guadof Vadat:eh. The Sun haa the
highest
tempereture
reacher.
bullets, was found near Pano:a today. eloupe is said to hive ghowtf that the.
larsteet efrenlatioe in the city
Yet4lertlity *am Ka and the lower
He was on hie way home from El American consul was not warranted
and county.
The average too
today was filf.
Paso when be wave assassinated by un- In Making such alarming
reports
July was -Slag a date.
Gibbons was a and this le believed to have been tne
known parties.
wealthy farmer And a baebelor, and Pause of his withdrawal from the eerno Motive* are known except robber:. vice.
A alLika

NO COMPROMISE

' et'
•4-

BRYAN IS RESTING
THROUGH THE DAY

un.

INDIAN UPRISING

IN CUBA

telt

1

Cbe Kentucky INDIANS WIN GAME THE BIG LEAGUES
FROM DANVILLE
9(ATINE11 AND NIGHT.

Saturday, Sept. 1
,Tiesson's Scenic Sensation

On the Brid

National League.
Chicago, 3: Cincinnati, 1. Batterles-Reulbach and Moran; Hall and
Livingston.
Btooklyn, 4: Boston, 1. Batteries
--Mtlotyre and Bergen; Pfeiffer and
O'Neil.
Cairo Wins and Vincennes Lowe.; and
Philadelphia-New York-Rain.
'ream le
the 1111 •
St. Louis, 0; PItteburg, 1. BatterClueing Up.
ies -Beebe, Brown and Noonan; Leever and Gibson.

Home Team is Crippled It is
Claimed By Fans.

at

Midnight

MATTOON IN EXCELLENT

FOUR GREAT ACTS OF
Team Standing.
W.
ClubsL. Pet.
Vinvennes
69 46 .600
Cairo
64 53 547
Jacksonville
60 55 522
341 39 487
PADUCAH
Danville
52 65 4it
The memorable scenes of this play in. Mattoon
71 tee::
du le the celebrated reproduction
of Ch cago's famous
Yesterday's Result&
JACK KNIFE DRAW BRIDGE Paducah 6, Danville 2.
Mattoon 6, Vincennes 2.
Two great comic character hits and a
Cairo 6, Jacksonville I.
temarkable east by a strong company.

Plot, Humor,
Stage Pictures,
Odd Characters,
of a Big city

Prices: Matinee-Children le cents,
adults 25 cents.
Night, 25e, esc, soc and esc.
t4eats on sale Friday at 9 a. in.

Today's Seiseduke
P;(41'14101 at Jacksonville.
Cairo at Danville.
Vincennes at Mattoon.

MATINaz .a.ere1GHT.
Danville, Ill., August 36.-The In.t.staier Day)
dians won a game. It was not a victory in the true sense of the word
because the Hay- makers were crippled, and badly crippled. sheth a
badly crippled catcher behind the
The
bat and pitchers eorking in the-outfield, the Indians had a wail( Over.
Hits tallied aud errors evened up,
too.
The score:
R H E
Paducah
1
Danville
" 7 3
Batteries-- Miller del Downiug;
A Yankee Doodle Comedyin four
Big Laughing Acts.
Guerney and Ott.

Monday, Sept. 3
KING OF
TRAMPS

FUNNIER THAN A CIRCUS

Hmeetere Lase Again.
Vincennes, Ind., August :ie.- The
An entertainment for children
Hoetiers made a brilliant finish of
from 6 t0.60.
the -on-Jere taking the last genie with
A COMEDY with a plot mounted ease. Tee scores were won fairte
with special ecenery.
and by hunched hitting. McCartbe
Musical Singing and Dancing kept hits scattered.
The score:
RHE
Specialties.
Vincennes
2 6 3
6 5 6
The ghee: you have been wait- Matter:or
Batteries- Whitley and Mattison:
tor.
McCarthy and Johneou

BAND vit)ORCHESTRA,
-

Cairo Wins Again.
Jarkennville,
III.. August :10. Matinee : Children roc, adults 25C.
The Hashslingers took the last game
!eight-46, 35. 5e and 75e.
of the series yesterday rant look good
heat. 41ii sale Smut they 15 111. Oh.
for pennant winners. They are playing great ball and members of the
•eam feel sure they will tend the rag.
is "let us at them" with the Hash- .lingers and Hoosiers. and each game
when the two teams come together
will mean a double victory for the
winner. In yesterday's game errorntaking featured, but Cairo hit the
bail hard and often enough to have
won the game several times.
The seers:
R H B
Cairo
611
o
'•
Jacksonville
4 5 41
Batteries- Johnson and Quiesser;
Akers and Lotshaw.

COMFORT

Dope.
('airo
looks
good
for the pennant,
You will be comfortably
and the sister city should extend a
situated, too, this winter if
giad hand to the tall enders for the
you let us fill your coal house.
sound thrashings administered the
Our coal is as good as money
Harmers. The Hoosier, go home with
the Hostiers to begin a series of
can buy. We can furnish you
lamee
there and ft is more than pronice bundled kindling, too,
bable the Metiers will keep wlining.
right _along with your coal.
The pennant is gradually slipping
Order now.
away from the Hoostere.and there is
walling and mourning in Vincennes.
Both Phones 203
The Hostler, are playing star ball
and had the team been what it is now
at flee first of the mention. the Hostler, would probably be at the head
instead of the bottom of the percentage column, this according to the
dope In the Vincennes papers.
- The habit of losingehae been SO
strong with the Indians that the
NICYFIt'E.
fans were surprised to hear of them
last tif new-Tubscrilters added by the winning a game.
Ease 'fenneresee Telephone Com•
pany Today:

Johnston.Denker
Coal Co.

2442-4eePrtor. D. C., tee.. East
Yuiser avenue.
51:14-3--Robcrts, N. F., res., Hin,
klevIlle road.
5,04-1-Stanley, Mrs. Robert., res.,
Hinklevile road.
54e-Kentricky theater, N. Fifth.
1h9-a-Morris,4 J. R. saloon, 100

Broadway.
721-4--Penn, Wm., res , Husband
road.
Like other commodities telephone
service shored be paid for according
to. its worth and value.
We bait; in the cite over 3,000
subscribers or five times as many as
the Independent company: outside
the city and within the county we
have 63 time); as many subscribers as
the Independent company. Yet we
will place a 'telephone In your rese
dence at the same rate the Ineependenttcompany, is supposed to charge,
and provide in addition, long distance.facilities which will enable you
to reach fifty minion people from
roar home.
Call 300 for further Information.
EAST .TENNESSEE. TELISPHONE
COMPANY.

THURSDAY, .4l'CleST110.

PADUCAH EVENINO BUN

PAGE TWO,

Theatrical'totes

King of Tramps.
Mr. Victor Faust, who plays the
title role in "Ahe King of Tramps."
which will be at The Kentucky Labor day matinee and night. Is a comedian of wide reputation. He was
connected with Hoyt's productions
for many seasons, and is known as a
good entertainer. He has mide a specialty of character work and In this
particular part with his quaint sayinga:aineing and dancing has made
a hit. He Is supported by a clever
company of comedians.
"(9n the Bridge at Midnight."
"On the Bridge at Midnight"
which is to appear here for mattnee
and night Saturday, is a reproduction of the jack-knife style of drawbridge end le equal to /he expectation aroused by Its fame and all will
be delighted with Big roinange .of W.
•

!1

American League.
Boston, 6; Cleveland, 2. Batteries - Young and Crieger; Hess, Towssend and Buelow.
Philadelphia, 4; Chicago. 3. Batteries--Dygert, Waddel and Schrock;
Walsh and Sullivan. Five inningsRain.
New York, 5; St. Lords. 4. Batteriee-Clarkiion, Chesbro and Klienow; Glade, Howell and Rickey.
Washengtors-Detroit- -Called In the
second on account of rain.

[--
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River Stages.
Cairo
19.0 0.5
7.7 1.2
Chattanooga
Cincinnati
1,311 1.4
14.6 0.8
Evansville
4.5- 0.2
Florence
6.5 0.1
Johnsonville
Louisville
7.0 0.5
3.2 0.0
Mt. Carmel
Nashville
9.8 .0.3
GO 0.1
Pittsburg
Davis island Dam .. 4.1 e.4
11.8 0.1
St. Lopis ,
Mt. Vernon
13.4 0.9
11.2. 0.0
Padueah

at 3 o'clock yesterday, having 62
pieces in the tow. This Is the largest
tow ever taken up the river by
a
single boat at one trip. The boat had
In Its tow 46 coal boats, 12 bargee
ante 4 fuel flats, making the grand
total of 63 pieces, the largest by far
that was eyer attempted before.
A rush of wholesale pearl merchants from New York to the Wabash, Mississippi, Ohio and western
rivers has taken place In the last few
days. One round, white pearl, weighing 63 grains, was bought several
days ago by Maurice Flamer, of 12
John street, and is said to be held
at $15,000, although it was sold by
tht original tinder for 75 cents. The
pearl came In a shell the size of a
silver dollar and was taken out of
the Mississippi river on the Wisconsin bank.
Says the Cairo Bulletin:
Frank A. Jones, national presidene
of the 'Marine [engineers' Beneficial
aestocietion, will be here on the Ill!:
12th and 13th of Septoniber to my,
delegates from IF/venal/Veit Paducati
and Mamphts. The marine engineer of Cairo are preparing to entertain M
Jones in a royal manner white here.

1 Sorts. ;YheartY .',.ebaensit.

6

(Metal lerniesearts.
The Oho at Evansville, will continue rising during the next leto
hours, come to a stand, then fall. A:
Mt. Vernon. will continue rising during the next 24 hours. At Paducah.
will rise during Thursday. At ()giro.
will continue rising during the next
24 hours.
The Tennessee at Florence, will er
Thursday. At 'Johnsonville, will mt
during the eext 21 to 36 hours.
The mistinsittot at Chester. will 1
Thersday. From below Chester !
Cairo will continue rising &Jr:yrs ;I,
next 24 to 36 hours.

rise
rare
fall
rise
fall
rise
fall
st'd
use
tall
GAVE I'I' Pile BRIDE.
fall
fall Jarkeon Man Ha. ii Hamming Exrise
perience.
st'G
,
-

Jackson, Tenn. Aug 34).-Runa*
s.
Tbe river is on a stand here nos marriage Saturday ,arrested Saturd
with a stage of 11 2 Weather teem night, separated from bride. left •
and wenn and business at the wharf Monday. Such in Meet Is the
fair.
events crowded themeelves ,into rt
The Kentucky will arrive out of Iffe of Lee Ella, a loom fixer at ti
the Tennessee river tonight and li Berne cotton milks He eloped S.
over until Saturday evening when she urd4- et Humboldt with Miss Pe.,
starts for. the return trip to the lam. Litadegy. of that place, and they a.
river.
'sodded Saturday afternoon.
The Savaanah will leave St. Louis ,yoeng people took the train for 1
for the Teramee elver Friday even- son ildid were followed here
lug and ertire here Saturday night.. iratrilliather of the young lady•
The Charles Turner passed out of had the young man arrested and vice
the Teens:eels river with a large tow baforeea magistrate for trial in Ma
of 9611 today. .„
agreed we
sus. The bridegroom
The Ern T. Duffy' afriedri ouVriethl Sr. Lindsey, the father of the brie
Tennessee river today with ties for that If be would stop the lawsuit
the Ater-I,41M Tie company. No ties would Rive up his <della on the bre
are handled by the railroad, out of and leave the state Mr Lindoev
Paducah, except those cut In the sur- hie e,
rounding country and for their own is itt.
w i-th his Part of tie ago.
tree. As nearly ell ties are shipped complied 'north of the Ohio river, to ship them ment by shaking the dust of Teazles
from Paducah would add the cost of see from hit Pedal extremities.
crossing the river so the tow boats
carry their tows to Metropolis er
Joppa
It would be a valuable Item
in the cat's freight shipment if they
(meld ire handled through here ter
unisex shipments are made south, the
city is at a hopeless; disadvantage to
get any of the business.
The City of SaltIllo will arrive our
of the Tennessee river Sattirdat
morning on the return trip to St
Louis.
Mr- Lee Rhodes. ilrst clerk on the
Dick Fowler. has returned from a vacation 'tete t
Washingein. New
York anti other eastern cities
Mr. Dick Willie, beyond Mark. filled
his position while he was gone, and
Tom Willis of Metropolis, acted at
second clerk.

n needy
p alitivoenr:
csonithtei
Out 0
- biliousncas,dyspepsia,poor
Hood, headaches. Your doctor will tell you that good health demands at least
one good, free movement of the bowels each day. Ask him if he knows any
umpa
k, .
.7. r.cir
ublr
w.has* no wooretoi We pl
laxative better than Ayer's Pills. tia.
•
.
Low
formulas QUI writ to s!
It's your liver!

FOR WORLD LAW ORGANIZING.
Members of American Bar Apisocialion Will Urge the Matter4

ODD TROUSER
REDUCTIONS
The Odd Trousers Sale which has been in
progress at our store for some time past,
during which all our odd trousers have been
offered at one-fourth off, is probably arousing
more interest than any of our :noney-saving
cut price sales, with the exception of the suit
sale, as economical dressers recognize the opportunities it affor4s of making a new suit out
of an old one by the addition of a pair of odd
trousers. One-fourth off is a rtrong enough
cut to satisfy most people, but if that does not
interest you, by all means see the special lot of
l50 pairs of fine trousers, former prices $3.00
to $8.00, now being offered for exactly

One-Half Price

11

These are fine cassimere, flannel and worsteds, formerly among the best in our store,
but they had become slightly soiled from
handling, hence the big reduction.

St. Paul, August 30.-- Plans for
the formation of an international association of lawyers will be outline.,
at the annual convention of the
American Bar association which begins here tomorrow:- The executtve
council, at re"meting this evening. _411111111111111111111111EMINIONIIIIIMIe
took the matter nit and probably will
report favorably.
A warm debate
over the report of the committee on
uniform insurance laws is expected.
A minority report will be presentee.'
taking issue with the general repor
which construes insurance as Int.'
atate commerce. One question ..prime Importance to he discussed by
the itteoelation is the creation of a
United States court of patent appeals.
A bill has been drawn up which will
be presented to the association which
It is generally predicted will be approved and steps taken to secure its
passage at the next congress.

Barges for both the WeSt. Kentucky
Coal company and the Ayer-lord Tie
Company are being repaired at the
ways. Four are taken out at one
time. Six have been repaired to crate.
Caulking being the principal item.
At the dry docks the Scotia rapidly
is assuming shape as a new boat an!
the I-Jenrette will have a new hull.
"In twenty minutes a boat could
be loaded so that you couldn't open a-. Notice of Fleet Meeting of Creditorre
door," said a wharfboirteefficer this In the District Court of the United
States for the Western Dietrict of
morning. "I don't mean that so-much
Kentucky. In Bankruptcy.
freight could he loaded VI that time
In the matter of Finis W. Perry,
that the doors-couit1 not he opened.
By eareleste arrangement of a boat', bankrupt.
To the creditors of Finis W. Perry,
freight, too much strain would be put
on one plre and the boat "mild be of Paducgh, in the coraity of Mcpulled out of shape. The mate's duty Cracken and district aforesaid, a
Notice is hereby
given
Is not to drive the rousters. His art bankrupt:
is to know how to load a boat so that that on the 25th day of August. A. D.,
the !drain froth the freight Tell be 1906, the said MIR W. Perry was
*Amity 'distributed and so that When duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that
part is removed that balance still will the first meeting of his creditor/a e!'
be kept. The old wharfboat there, be 'held at my °Mee Iff Patitmah, M
leaks because there Is ffo freight .in Cracken county, Kentucky, on 11.
It. . It there were 500 barrels of salt 11th day of Septemrrer, A. D., 191..
In It It wouldn't leak a hit. The bal- at 9 o'clock In the forenoon, at whl
led would hold it together. You've Limp the said creditors may alter.'
noticed the long chains on a steam- prove their claims appoint a truste.
transit'
boat running over the boat on each examine the bankrupt and
side from one end to the other. They such other business an may cOmr
are to hold the boat together and if properly beforesaid meting.
EMMET W. BAGB
.
Y,
the boat is loaded right he chains
Referee In Bankruptcy.
will he drawn tight. An empty boat
Paducah, Ky., Aug. 29. 1906.
will soon get so out of shape that
the oakum will fall put."
Gerniany bas 263,517 persons emA Memphis dispatch says: The
towboat Sprague on her trip up the ployed in its postal service- a largriver Is breaking all previous rer- er number than any other country
ords. This mammoth boat went up has.
C
sle Delicate Woman and Girls.
Areording to a calculation made
The Old Standard Grove's Taste- by a Broadway shoe dealer, who has
less Chill Tonic drives out malaria a towhee; for figures, there are 22
and halide 115 the system. Sold by all pairs of shoes worn ont 'In New York
Jcalcra tor IT MI* trig,
2
OWL city eatli

.n

B. Weille & Son

a
a

11

You Love to live, Don't You?
Is there any reason why you
should not have the beat? Re
member you are in Tour' shoes
more than you are allowed to
stay In your bed.
Why net
come to Us and get a comfortable shoe that ef.e.ASHS your
eye, fits your foot, suiti your
pocketboDk and wears to your
satisfaction. A good shoe will
hold its shape longer, wear better and always give your general appearonce a well bred air.

DON'T FORGET
If they're Rock's they're right
Ifthey're right they're Rock's

.3t I 111111t0^0w A se

Phones--Old 1486-a; New 586
....,_••••111111•1•4111•••1011•11111•1•1•1111111.1

They overcoats Wee'sys
Vella. Irregularity and
yoniss.ons,
Vif
increaso
and batesh
"paint
They
are "IAFE SAVERS" *trifle 114
of asenstruation "
womaishood, aideng development of organs and body. No
known comedy for wetness equals them Cannot do twee-Me
becomettlepleteurce le 1 „tell eteLlt WIN By !HAIL. $ow
rtMaiit ALIA ,ClevelegrA.Ohin
BribrItiriatik PR- Idtri I
ASIO a. v. c. SOLO. PAD-JOWL in.
SOUP ST ALVIN! &

°"'s PENNYfflYAL PILLS

.
t

S.

e

BIDS ARE OPENED
Board of Public Worl.N has
Important Session.
Nlemplilm Asphalt Company Furnish.
es

LOWeet

MetaSate ..( Three

COM114.1110r11.

. WILL MEET THIS

AFTERNOON

ON SECOND BALLOT.

Mound City, 111., August 30.—The
Republican judicial conventton In
session yesterday nominated Judge
A. W. Lewis, of Saline county, as
the party candidate for circuit judge,
to succeed Judge A. K. Vickers. Only
two ballots were taken, Judge Lewis
going into the convention with 25
votes, only 5 short of nomination.
The other 33 votes being distributed
between Judge Stephens of Jackson
county 14 Judge Sawyer of Massie9, and Judge Whltesides of Pope 10.
The convention dispensed with all
committees and with resolutions and
made the temporarly
organization
permanent, with Judge Wall, of Pulaski, county, Its chairman, and John

The board of public works met In
regular session yesterday
afternoon
and opened bids for the street IMPr0v9
meat work. There were three bidden on the work and the figures were T. Galbraith, of Jackson. and George
ieferred to City Engineer L. A. Wash- B. Baker, of Pope, secretaries.
Judge. Lewis' nomination on secington to estimate. the bids exactly
ond ballot was accomplished by Alend report back to the board tatta.
exander, Union and Pulaski counties
In order that the contract be awarded.
All menrbers Of the board were pre- going over to him on second ballot,

out and Mr. George Langataff, who which gave him 38 votes after which

the nomination was made undue
will rviceeed President Rinkleff, was
MOUS.
a:so present to familarize himself with
Judge Lewis is ex-county judge of
the work.
county.
Saline
The streets to be improved are
Washington, First to Third; Second,
Washington to
Keutucky
avenue;
First, Washington to Broadway; sidi,
walks Washington, First to Seen:el.
'rite bide presented run as follows:

CLEAN MEN

Street Bide.
ARE
Thomas Bridges' Sons—Washington
street, $14.9,67.09. Second, "5.276.4.5; First, $10,493.20;
Washington
sidewalks, $1,500. Total, $31,836.74.

TERRORIST PLAN

Republicans Nomtriat.. Judge A. W.
Lewis of Sall/t' COunty.

To Establish Headquarters in
Every Capital.
Russian fitOVernsiierit Will Beienow
Five Million Pounds ti i Relieve
1.'1.11111W,

FAII.Ultik: 010

CROPS

IS CAUSE:.

on the eget

$1,770. Total, 84,257.
Memphis Asphalt company---01.
270.441: Second, $1.116.fel ;
First,
$1,694. Total, $4,081.2:0.
The way the bids stand the Mem-

To Relieve Famine.

Republican committee, would lunch
with President Roosevelt on Friday,
and that the . president's interview
with Mr. Parsons has no further pdlitical significance than that of expressing the president's cordial symFF71.I. EIGHT FEFT.
pathy with the purposes and methods for which Congressman Parsons
Carpenter on Dry Drat* le Seriously
stands in public ife, and which the
president believes must obtain In tee
Republican party If the Republican
Buck Sige a. a carpenter on the dry
is to fulfill its full measure of usedocks, who lives at Second and Jack(illness to* the nation.

had been he:1 up pearling an investigation of the company.
The Paducah Gas and -Fuel cornpany was -permitted to -open the concrete pavement In front of the Elks'
home to extend gas pipes.

Notice of the completion of sidewalks on, Jefferson, Eighteenth to
twenty-fourth streets was Sled.
A street light was ordered placed
at an alley between Kentucky avenue
and Washington street back of the
city

ference is net only not desired, bu'
would be resented by the people. 13u,
he has made no secret of his cordial
sympathy with men like Congressman Parsons, chairman of the Republican county commIttee:
with
men like James W. Wadsworth, Jr.,
speaker of'the New York state legislature, who stands not as individuals, but as types of many other men
like them who have gone into politics with the intention of rendering
dlainterested, honest. commonsensr
service to the public as a whole, and
With whom the president, as a citizen, cordially sympathizes."

The well at the pimping station
was ordered Replied.
Gutters at Seventh- and Feed tureen
were ordered clitrned.
Several petition, for new street
I ghts were received and Wed.
Bids ferarld tnachineey sit the lighting plant were received hilt no action
taken.
An improper planting of a traction King will remain to close up the
company pole at Fourth and Jefferoutstanding. -:eases
committee
ROO rtreets was: ordered Investigated.
From Journal of Commerce turd
An additional horse to use In dis- Commerce Bulletin.
wirine
tributing polio for new
The first two companies named
was. atehorised.
by
are represented in Paducah
Thu traction company was ordered
.
Abram L. Well & CAL
to remed

a bad grade in tracks

bottom of the hull. The
tied up at the head of the
receiving repairs. Sige's
well
.
this morning and wi'l
go to work in a few days,

3n

Thirteenth street from Langstaff
Notice to Contractors.
street to Kincaid avenue.
be received- at the office
will
Bids
The street inspector.was ordered to
engineer ,in the city of
see that fences at the Hale and Lang- of the city
Kentucky, up to 2 o'clock,
staff residences on Kentucky avenue Padtteah,
12, 1906, for the construcSeptember
were replaced by the contractors.
tion of abort seven (7) miles of
N.. C. & St. L, railroad was

The
ned 'military and storm water
cornlit
its SIxtb street
ordered to plank
In the city of Paducah. Kensew
crossing and to keep all others in
tucky.
reptile
good
will
be
Plans and specifications
The Illinois Central was potified
on file in the engineer's office. in the
repair a curb in front of the hospital
city of Paducah. Ktststucky. after Auand to grade South Fifteenth street,
gust 15, 1900. A certified check of
• depression being occasioned by the
$1.040 must accompany each and
road putting in a sewer.
every bid.fe
The saleeof old sand stone curbing
The city neer:eel the right to reW$5 ratified.
,..,
ject any ond all bids.
The street inspector reported the
B. A. *MISER, Mayor.
guard rails at the Sixth street Island
Paducah, Ky., August 4, 1006.
(-reek bridge In good repair.
—

city.

During the last six months there
have sailed eastward from New city

The board adjourned to meet this 113.513

pasliengers.

When you consider these facts can you afford to ignore the opportunity we offer you?

.

It may be, even though your advertising is
paying, that it could be made to pay better.
Or it may be that you are now reaping the
maximum of possible results.
Isn't it
worth finding out which is the case?

This Record ih a talkulation of actual results,
inquiries and salei klaown positively to have
been produced by scores of classifications
of selling plans and copy advertising hundreds of different commodities in all good
newspapers and other media.

One of our representatives is in your city
every few days looking after the inter-Opts
That is
of some of our present clients.
why we are advertising in this newspaper
—to you —NOW.

No matter how successful your advertising is at present the Lord & Thomas
Record of F&sults may point the way to
greater returns for less money --the difference to be credited to your profits.

We ask you to write today —granting tie
an interview in your office. Yak} will in
nc way obligate yourself by asking us to

For the Record of Results is a guide to the
three essentials of advertising - plans,
copy, media.

We are issuing a series of small books tcloth
bound I covering advertising, in all its phases,
which we send free to interested advertisers.

LORD 45ic. THOMAS
NEWSPAPER - MAGAZINE - 0-I.?DOOR

ADVERTISLNiG
LARGEWT AD-VERTIMINO AGENCY IN AMERICA
CHICAGO

NEW YORK

APISILAL. vat-wits .
1 1-ACSIX FOR cuzrnik s-Lou000,uou.ou

DYSPEPSIA CURE
DIGESTS WHAT YOU EAT
no II! 00 bottle cootairs

Mites th• Mel slam, which WO. tor ha amnia
2222222 D ODLT AT 11.11 1...40011ATOWY 00

I C. DoWITT b COMPANY, CHICAGO. ILL

SOLD

BY 1.411144

HANDY MAN

AUSTIN OF' POL1CF: DEPARTMENT.

Friday and Saturday
Bargains

FOR PADUCAH.
Breton end Tales On Duty Twenty-Four Borers a Day,
'ill the Year krourni--Itertervele
Home Town,

Wettlit it

FAI

for Ills

a Vacatket.

TWO REORCITS
_
Accepted for Engineer's Corp By
Lieutenant Reed.
Adrian
Cleveland Williams and

Clark, both of this city and former
street car _conductors, were accepted
by Lieutenant Reed today for the
engineering branch of the army and
will leave this evening for Leavenworth, Kan., to join their regiment.
William. has seen five years' service
before. Five other men were held
over on probation.

- SHIRT
means a good deal
it

mends for goal materials, good aryls,
goad workmanship •nd good fit

WHITE

COLORFAST FABRICS
$1.00 see $1.118

OR

ctueTT,
1...rpna Malan of

PEABODY
sal Shinn

Ilk CO.
the Waeld

10C
1 9C

Plain black half Hose, 10C. 3 pairs for

23C

John Austin, patrol driver, thinks
that his labor about the city hall is
In
not fully appreciated by those
reward, and
authority
to bestow
threatens not to be a candidate for
re-election unless something is done
to relieve the driver of some of his
duties, or to give him
a vacation,
like the policemen and firemen.
"Yea sir," he declared, "I work
day and night and am on hand In all
emergencies. I am expected to be at
hand at the beck and can or any patrolman in the city, and I work 24
hours all around. I some times do not
get enough sleep, ahd make more
runs in a day than the fire department does in a week. I -work incessantly, and am ndt given a vacation.
The patrolmen get off ten days out
of each year and stand only a 12hour watch. The firemen who are expected to he on hand at all hours get
plenty of sleep and a—day off every
fourteen days. In addition, they get
a regular annual vacation of ten
days, and I think the parrot driver

The Texas Wonder.
Cures all kidney, bladder and rheumatic troubJea; sold by J. H. Oehlschlaeger, 001 Broadway. Dr. E. W.

Or. A

Men's Half Hose, fancy, 15c quality._
Men's Half Hose, lancy, 25c quality

Neckwear

It was stated the other day in a
London police court, in the case of a
man charged with stealing an army
captain's gold-laced shoulder straps. Is slighted."
8 - It is a fact that Patrol Driver
than their intrinsic value was
cents although they are sold for John Austin is the handy man about
83.75.
the hall. It Is "Austin this" and
"Austin that," and "Happy," as he
Is familiarly known. by his Ingenuity does much to mote the city money.
He dresses wounds on prisoners and
is nothing, It seems, that he
the
can not do. or will not try to do. The
patrolmen do not want to lose "Happy" and will earnestly petition the
board to give the populer patrol driver an annual vacation.

Repairs :to sidewalks at Eighth and
Clark streets were ordered.

—We handle the best players on
the market; we also handle a cheap
The street inspector was instructed player. See us for prices. D. H.
to secure all gravel taken from the CaldwIn & company, 520 Broadway.
streets by the tiaction company in
laying new track as it leilged to the

The waste mediums in lists used by advertisers who have transferred their accounts to us has proved as high as 3.3%.

We offer you, free ofcharge or obligation,an
opportunity to have your proposition subjected to the light of the Lord & Thomas
Record of Results.

Dunbar is
dry docks
In resting
he able to IS PATRol. DRIVER JOHN

Hop. Edward 0. Leigh, secretary
to Governor Beckham, is doing some
Rood work for Paducah. He wears a
Fifty Thousand club button, and has
recently joined the Commercial club
and paid his dues for a year.
Colonel Leigh has been away from
Frisco Adjustments Completed.
Paducah for a number of years but
The New York underwriters, the keeps in close touch isrlih the: city
Citizens of Missouri and the Hart- and its people.

ford have closed their adjusting offices at San Francisco, having completed the settlement of aji thietir
losses. They bad 22 'adjusters there,, representing the New
York underwrite'. the Citizens of
Missouri and the Hartford. and, the)
had a farewell banquet at the Tathe last evening of
chat
their stay. J. J. Purcell and Norman

And we will be just as glad to tell you to
go ahead as you are going now if we find
that your present advertising is developed
to the maximum of efficiency.

the retie' of the famine sufferers in

morning
term of court and this
"picked up" two negroes' charged
with gaming. The deputy sheriff saw
Babe Nourse 'walking on the street
He looked into packet of papers, selected the indictment and called to
the negro. Nourse came to the buggy. The officer tri;rited him In and
the indictwhen seated read him
ment. En route to the jail Deputy
Sheriff Rogers saw Kirk Davis and
stopping the buggy called him. He
read the indictment and took him
along with Notirse.

Our records and tests have in some cases
proved 110`i; difference in selling power in
favor of copy based on the Record of Results over copy prepared on judgment,
opinion and unrecorded experience.

If we can show you the way to greater
returns for less money you will be glad
to have us do so.

St. Petersburg, Aug. 341 -Another
Russian loan 14 to be made to enable
the government to Iaise money for

Deputy Sheriff Gus Rogers is out
after persons indicted at the last

Do you think that your advertisingi based
on unrecorded experience, and judgment,
and opinion, would prove 100'; right as to
plans, copy and media, when subjected to
the light of the Record of Results?

And very often that's true.

(Heads In other countries.

many provinces where there have
been erorfallures. An official ukase
Issued today authorizes the Ruasin
minister of finance to issue four Per

ANY a successful advertiser feels

that although his advertising is
paying, if he could only eliminate
running waste and the element Of chance,
that it would pay better.

All members of the i

phis Asphalt company is the lowest.
M. Washington completed the figures
last night at 0 o'ciock..
'Routine Baahsesse
The board fixed Moeda! September 3, the dote fo.: inspecting sidewalks on Jefferson street from Eighteenth street to Twenty-fourth street.
"The president does not regard e son streets, fell through a hatch in
In the matter of securing dedication as his -business, under ordinary con- the steamer Dunbar yesterday afterto properti:i for streets in Littleville.
badly all over
ditions. to Interfere in state or local noon and watt bruised
feet to the
more time was granted.
Interests. He thinks that such inter- his body. H. fell eight
A bill for $10 for advice from a
St. Louis attorney was alkerved
The Home Telephone company was
ordered to remove a pole at Fifth anal
Jefferron streets bark to the proper
line.
A bill of goods from the WYSCO
It
Electric company was approved-

M

penal family as well as the bluetit:orate: supporters are to be dune aa.ay
with. Russian terrorists are seeking
to carry out plans with the aid of

PICK-VPS
Memphis Asphalt company—Wast- Wakes No Secret of His Preference
ington, $14,243.34; Second, $4.976
for Them—Does Not Meddle in
Made Today by Deputy Sheriff Gus
21; First, $9,108.27;
Washington
1.04111 Affairs.
Rogers.

Thomas Bridges' Sons--Washing- that Congressman HerbertieParsone.
chairman of the New Tort cc1unty
ton, $1.329; Second. $1,158;

If you can get better results for your advertising appropriation you want to know it. If you cannot get better
results for your money, you want the satisfaction of knowing
that your present investment is paying as well as It can be
made to pay.

Geneva, Aug. 30.—Steps are ,being
taken by Rus.sian revointionites to organize headquarters in all 1Curopean
cities, in preparation for making war

cent rents to nominal value of 5,000,FAVORED RV PRESIDENT 004)
pounds to raise money for the
1144)0SE8'ELT.
famine relief.

vitiewalka, $1,402. Total, $29.7.1i2.
Bowlin —Washington,
Hines
&
-Oyster Bay, August 30— Chair$15,281.53; Second, $5.361.14): Flint.
man Herbert Parsons, of the New
$10,406.50; Washington
sidewalks,
York county Republican committee,
$1,405. Total. $32,574.13.
will be the guest of the president
Sklewalk Rids.
The bids for sidewalks egclusive of Friday.
Mr. Loeb's announcement was in
the Washington
street sidewalks.
the form of an official statement, as
First street to Second street. Sidefollows: "Secretary Loeb said Welty
walks on ati,abeve mentioned streets.

To the Man
Whose Advertising
Is Paying

Hall, office 2926 Olive street, St
Louis, Mo.
The Colorado fox runs faster than
any other living animal, and the
cheetah, or hunting leopard, holds
second place.

Four•in•Hand Ties for

1

Handkerchiefs
Men's plain

white

Handkerchiefs, all linen, IOC

Six for

55C

Shirts
A limited stock to close.
It oo White Shirts

75C

Si co Colored Shirts

5c

50c Pongee Shirts

A good

-----.2

value in Work Shirts

Boys' Shirt Waists that were

23C

..—
50C
and 50C for,,.,,, 15C

A 54-inch Black Broadcloth, St.5o value, one pattern to the customer, per yard

95C

L. B. Ogilvie 6 Co.
Agents for

Butterick Patterns.

Engraved Stationery
For Fall Weddinds
The art of blowing how to bring the quiet refinement of
perfect taste into the engraving of invitations, cards and

announcements is only acquired after long experience.
We have been doing the best wqrk for the best people
tor over thirty-eve years. It is now regarded as the
standard of correctness.
We have samples and prices ready to mail to you upon
receipt of your request You are put to no inconvenience
'if you order of us, and the work will be beyond criticism

A. C. MCCLURG & CO. CHICAGO
213.221 lot ab•sh

5.

CAll G
THE STEWART LAW

arninswer4 AND MECUM
BY THE SUN PUBLISHINOCO.
11i4CORPORATRO
FlaulaIR Pre46044111.
F.
row J. PAtZwow, General Manager.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES:
'tittered at cha peatortice at Paducah. Ky., se
ermond clam matter.)
THC DAILY SUN
.10
By carrier, per week
.40
by mail. per month, to
4.10
Sy mall, per year, la &drawee_....
TH C *taw,SUN
_RA
Per year, by mail, portage paid
address THE SUN, Padusalt, Ky.

By Shipping Whiskey From
Point Outside State.
southern Express Company Wins Snit
In Chetah Court of ilalloway
()minty.

Takagnonne IBS

Ornos, 1111 Mutat Third.

Payne A Young Chicago and New York representatives.
_
THZ SUN eas be found at Wm following
Owes;
14 D. Clermests A Os.
Van Culla Broa
Palmer House.
John

INTERSTATE

441,a,I
THURSDAY, Al GUST 30.
CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
July 2-3957
July 3....3951
Jul) I....3952
July 5....3951
Jul"' 6....4019
July 7-f"...3935
July 9....3936
July 10....3923
July 11....3969
July 12....3999
July13... 3964
July 14....3968
July 16....3957

July 17—.3965
July 18....3954
July 19—.3955
July 20.:..3968
July 21—.3811
July 23—.2944
July 24....3940
July 25....3987
July 26....4017
July 27....8385
July- 28....3961
July 30....3987
July 31....81142

Total
Average July, 1901
Average July_ 1905 .
Increase

107,437
4132
2710
422

Personally appeared before me,
this August 1, 1906, E. J. Paxton,
goneral manager of The Sun, who affirms that the above statement of the
circulation of The Sun for the month
of July, 1906, is true to the best of
his knowledge and belief.
PETER PURYEAR, Notary Public.
111) commission expires January
' 22, 1908.

are. Blowfish' "Ah, that'. eh•L I need!"
-lie Offices of every city, and the whok,
rioted States knows that this progressive city is striving for a population of 541.000. and the readers of she
Muerripal Journal and 'Engineer Will
official WAN FOR ALL
accept the statement as -en
TRIED TO
proptiegy. Now, that we have a repuuttion, let us live up to it.

BREAKFAST
BUT

CRIDER

EAT IT,

%it-Flee in New York
Mr. Reese I Itemon4noice snit a Sliotgion Caused
should issue certificates of memberIlls Nen and a Warrant Was
There
Ship to the real Democratic
Suomi
seems to be a disagreement as to what
the
constitutes real Democracy in
Empire. state.
Murphy assumes tei
L"rnrnett Crider, colored, is the
represent 'the Sitnon Rare article byl
virtue of his relations to Tammany champion breakfast eater of the city.
Hall. Jerome, a tionvert, fails to rec- This taut was brought out this mornognise the sterling mark and denom- ing when the case detailed Charles Ina
"political gram, colored, charged with presentinates
Mr.
Murphy
Panhandler." which is literal as well ing a pistol at Crider, was investigat-

COMNIERt'E

LAW

Whisky dealers can now deliver
whisky from another state Into local
option districts In Kentucky without
fear of the law. Express companies
deliver
and common carriers can
'whisky without fear of molestation by
the commonwealth, eniese the act forinto
bidding importation' of whisky
local option districts Is snetained by
the court of appeals.
That the act of the last Kentucky
legislature forbidding the importation
of whisky into local option districts
is unconstitetional. as tar as it stiplies to interstate commerce is the derision handed down by Judge Thomas
13. Cook, of the Calloway county circuit court, today.
In the case of the commonwealth of
Kentucky against the Southern 'ixpress company, at Murray, Ky., for
delivering whisky fromy point In Tennessee into that town. several Indictments were returned against the common carrier. Judge Cook decided
that In so far as the act attempted to
regulate interstate commerce, it conliked with the constitution of the
United States, which say* that the
right to regulate interstate commerce
shall reside in the congress.
But it may- be constitutional to
the
forbid traffic in whisky within
borders of the state. This decision
will be far-reaching its its effect, as
dealers can now deliver whisky into
any local option district from any
point outside the state.
Wheeler.
represented the
Hcighes & Berry
Southern Express 'company
The Stewart law was enacted by the
last legislature and positivfey forbids
shipment of liquor into a local option
county
George H. Goodman & tympany, of Paducah. and several other
jobbers moved to Tennessee end shipped their goods from there into -local
option counties, Resuming that the law
The express comwpuld not apply
panies took the same view and accepted liquor for shipment. This Calloway county case is the first test of
the law.

as alliterative
Jerome 'also stigma- ed.
Crider arose early from the boardtizes the mountebank oharacter of
Hearst's politics. Hearst in tnen says ing bonse car, where the negro secJerome's conduct Is dictated by con- tion hands of the Illinois Central are
cerns that contributed to his cam- quartered near the river on the N
Murphy's C. & St. L. line. Crider ate his owe
paign fund, and discards
support.
Where, oh, where Is the breakfast and, it is said, started in to
Democracy o Tammany Hall ender eat el the others but was caniht beCroker. who distributed free ice in fore he succeeded.. Ingram
him.
but Crider laughed atremonstad
Doily Thought.
the summer and gave beer sociable*
''Genius is, after all. largely
the during the campaign, and of David B. Ingram got a gun and Crider "lit
Power to use opportunity." _
Hill. from up the state? Surely, they we." The evidence. showed Oust &I
never querition-'d the sources of one grant was fillOpl) carrying the gun
PADUCAH'S VICTORY.
from the boarding car to the freight
another's campaign funds.
Manifestly the commissioner of adheuse for safekeeping, the lock on the
ritulture realises the strength of the
car door being broken.
Everywhere In the North there
arc merits presented before him by
teems to be an unhappy tendency
the Commercial ,club and the McMARES,
FOUND BRITONS EASY
to make the Democratic party
Crarken Count Farmers' institute.
half socialistic and half labor, apsines he has offered this (-ity an nuparently in the hope of riding
Well-lireased Young American Vic.
usual meetiug. out of the ordinary
Into power on the cry of "Down
Orville-, English Merchants.
program and with a orpe of speakers
- with the cruets!" and "Make the
_ .
TEACHERS' ELUTION.
of extraordinary ability. The instirich disgorge!"
•
LOndon. Augual Ill --A weliIrtNia
tute to be held In Paducah the latter
This is the way the New
York ed young American. posing as at P111414 May'
,row Select Their own
wart of October will cost the state
World siewa the situation.
Teachers.
member of the Harvard crew, vic9rtmasilerable money, but it will be wee
timized Vilest End tradesmen out of
speat in foreet-hrg the airien'turat inMrs. John
J. Dortan's private
Another Hail-Martin family reunion several hundred pounds' sterling .thrdustry in this 110C1100. It la aperside
:school
will
resume
work Monde:,
was
held
lonely
mountain
on
a
the
week.
Registering
at
ing
the
last
ient, gratifying that them two proSeptember 10. The course includes
gressive 'oral organizations have been near Beaver Creek Monday, and the large hotels under the name of one
able to secure this favor after the predIetion that several familiar faces of the Harvard crew, he would go to all the English branches, also Latin.
stacked executive committee of the will be miming at the next gathering stores and order clothes and other French, Shorthand and Bookkeeparticles to be sent to the hotel whet's! ing. For information call at corner
mice instltute bad recommended that is aireatly an established certainty.
he was stopping, asking that the bill Fourth and Adams. Old phone 1478.
the meeting of the Regime be held In
"Goodbye. old Summer," says the be forwarded the next day. In every
central Kenturk].
In connection with this immigration Breckenridge News. We trust the ed- ease the.tradeemen fell into the trap Notice to Property owner] on Wive
Jefferson Street.
movement. now attracting the state's itor of the Breckenridge News has and the articles were sent. But when
The board of public works and the
attention, the meeting will prove s not disposed of his light underwear the collectors went for the money
they were informed that the man city engineer, will meet on Monday
great boon to Jackson's Purchase, and and strew _hat.
left soon after the arrival of the afternoon, September 3, at 3 o'clock,
had
go a long way. toward making Paduto inspect and receive the sidewalks,
cah more than ever the. real "Pride of
A progressive trolley party was a parcel. He called on the curate of a
the Purchase." by bringing her into social feature at Jackson Tenn., this fashionable church and spent three curb and guttering on West Jefferson street from 19th to 25th streets.
eloper relationship with the section. of week. Must have universal
trans- hours with him, discussing chimes
affairs. Before leaving he promised Property owners on that street are
whet she Is the metropolis. Padu- fers In Jackson.
to contribute more than $2,000 to notified, If they have,any protest to
(an should be the very heart of southoffer, to be present at that time anu
western Kentucky, the market price
Has Ben Tillman been hoist on his various charities,
and distributing point for her pr }- pitchfork'.
duets. and this
meeting, proper:,
HIS HONORS GONE.
Remalan Qom's) Shot.
taken advantage of. sholthi he the NEW PLAN
TO GUARD DOMINGO
Tien Tsin, August 30.— The ROAE. H. R. Green's Nomination
means to that end.
for
alio ("consul here, M. Laptev, was
This .Farmers institute is of more
Governor Declared Void.
United States May Exercise Fiscal
shot in the stomach today by a Rusvalue than any convention covering
Protectorate in Republic.
sian concession contractor named
twice the period. It is not a crowd
Austin, Tex., August 30.— The Levinsky, who
fired foto' times at
or delegates from other cities conic
Washington, Aneuet 30.— in the agorney-general today issued
an 'the cones) and bit him once. The
here to consider affairs in which Pa- hope of
opinion
nuilifeing the nomination of shooting occurred at the
enabling the 'administration
Russian
ducah is not Interested. hut our own to solve the problem
caused by Pres- E. H. R. Green (Hetty Green's son) consulate. Levinsky
was arrested.
people. from a territory -eying adjacent ident Roosevelt's
desire to exercise as the nominee of the Republican His victim Is In a dangerous ronellto and contributing to. the wealth of a fiscal protectorate
oyer Santo Do- party of Texas for the position of tion.
Paducah. who conic here to consider mingo and the senate's
failure to governor. Two tickets are m the field
Plans for eneiching then-melees and. sanction the policy • new plate had having been nominated
last week,
Woman Stine* by FlaremdL
consequently. enriching l'aducali.
been formulated. Contingent upon one being known as the reorganized
Cherokee, Okla., Aug. 34I.-eiMre,
Paducah must he prepared to mak" the ratification by the United States Republican party and the other the
Clarence Southwick, of Cherokee, was
these. southwwe Kentuckians feel at. senate of- the
Dominican protocol or reguiars. Green had the reorganized struck on the temple by a foul ball
home the momentthey- arrive, and
rentSe this plan eartemplates the re- and Cecil -loon. the stale national during a game at Fairview today beMend them away with a desire to re- funding of the
Dominican
deist committeeman, espouses the cause of tween the :Cherokee and
Fairview
turn and trade loose- with a s_ense of through a new bond
issue, the con- the regulars. Lyon's faction is sus- nine's and was rendered unftnacious.
their own interest in the welfare of trol of the
Vatted State. of customs tained, while Green goes down and The ball broke through the netting in
Paducah. and Paducah's interest in revenues. until the
bonds are re- will not be accorded recognition on front of the grandstand.. Her injuries
their proaperity.
deemed' and a prohlbiticn
against the reenter form ticket In the No- are parlous.
further bonded debts without the vember election.
PADIVAH'S FAME.
permission of the United States. SenWater Gushes From Ground,
The Paducah Commercial club
ator Frederic° Velasquez, DominiJesuit Election.
Denison, Tex.. August 30,--- Prohas set out to make the city esecan minister for !several weeks in
Rome, August 30.— The very gressive Call, a Choctaw Indian, reeo-o inhabitants by 1910 and to connection with this plan. He has
Rev. Joseph F. Haoselenan, provin- lates a very singular occurrence In
accomplish this purpose to sell
had conferences with the awlstant cial of the Maryland province, ac- hie neighborhood in
Sanhois county.
2000o buttons at 50 rents eachsecretary of state and Dr. Jacob H. companied by the Rev. Thomas T. Lightning struck
a post oast tree aim
which will pave $10,4100 In. the
Hollander of Baltimore, who inves- Gannon. and the Rev. Henry Moel- immediately water
gushed from the
treasury. This money the club
tigated the Dominican debt for Pres- ler, provincial of Missouri. accompa- ground and a tint
,spring of water
will use in advertising tb. city
ident Roosevelt and others.
nied be the Rev. Joseph Grimme1s- haa been flowing ever since.
and its resources. The late cenman, of St. Louis, 3do , have arrivsus, PA reported by the company
OVERPOWERED JAILER.
ed here for the election of a new genNegro and Horne Go Over Levee.
that publishes the director) gives
eral of the Jesuits.
Although the
Cape Girardean, Mo., August 30-peaueee es,R00 people sad the
aluelerer feel Enc. ConmanIonm Es- Irish. Austrian, Polish and Belgian
Andy Adams, a negro driver, was
city is Rainy growing.
cape Erma Jail.
delegates and *No two of the Amer- hauling refuse to the river last
night
Thiseeditoritil is found in the Muican electors. the Rev. William when his blind horse
went over the
nicinal Journal and Engineer, a roe-,
Chattanooga, August ao.-- Chas. O'Brien Pankow of New- York, and
levee wall, taking wagon and driver
offnized atithority on municipal mat- Swafford, charged with the murder the Rev. William
B. Rogers of St. with him, and neither Came to the
ters generally, and a periodical that of Charks Avoid, with four
other pri- Louis, have not yet arrived. It is con- surfers! after going under the wais found In the offices; of city officials soners from the Rhea county
jail, sidered certainsthat the first meet- ter.
all ever the land.
last night. When the jailer atiempteo ing of the congregation for the elecThis statement of what Patineah is to open cell door he, was
overpow- tion will take place Saturday, SepMow John Krentzer is seriously Ill
doing has Made Its way into the pub- ered by the prisoners, who escaped tember
1.
at her home on Jones street.

Derilm
R. S. Barnett to E. W. Reeder.
property in the Jones-Thurman addition, $300.
_Miry E. Trice to 1. L. Trice, prop
ellY in the county, 86.00.
, New Suits Flied.
Gertrude Sleet/ filed a suit against
Tobe kneed, for divorce on the grounds
of five years' separation. They 'were
married In le94 and separated in
19431. She asks for the restoration of
her maiden name, Gertrude Perry.
Princess Hart filed suit against Leelie Hart for divorce on the 'grounds
of abandonmeet. They were married
In Antigua*. 1899, and separated in
June, 1905..
She asks the eletody of
their chill, -Thelma Hart

Render
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DEATHS OF A DAY
George W. Moore.
W.
Mayfield. Aug. 30 --George
Moore died Tuesday afternoon at 3:20
o'clock at the home of his mother,
Mfrs. M. C. Moore. He leaves besides
his mother, a brother. Ira Moore, a,nd
sister, Mrs. George Mimms, of Padu
cab. He was about 35 years old axle
well known in Mayfield, where he had
always lived. The funeral was conducted at the house at 2 o'elock out
INedneeday afternoon

For
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POISONED CANDY.

--The
First Bei
afternoor
E. Coven

Sent to Prisoner in Jail and He Is
Dead.
Fort Worth, Tex., August 30.—
As the result of eating poisoned candy mailed to a prisoner In the comity jail by some unknown party, the
recipient, A. S. Fitzgerald. Is dead,
Henry Peake, Louis Weaver, W. II
Norris and J. T. Cron are dangerously ill and Frank Grundy. who
tasted the confectionery, Is also 111
Fitzgerald, a boy of 19 years, was
held on a charge of burglary. The
candy, encased lw a small plain box
was received by mail yesterday, but
was not delivered until today. The
candy was ordinary chocolate drops,
fleets with a walnut iternet on It, but
examination by Dr. West after the
tragedy showed that the confectionery had been sprinkled with strechnine
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SINIPLIFTED SPELLING.
President's Order to He Extended to
All Dinewesivente.

0

ducal) sun.

Washington, Aug. 114) -'--The president's order regarding phonetic
will be extended to all parts of the
government. By his direction, all
Public documents are to be printed
with that form of spelling. A meeting
was held yesterday, called by Pulele
Printer Stilling& of all the chief clerks
of the various departments and a committee was appointed to formulate
rules for carrying telt this order. Tne
committee will report at a fultee
meeting.
Marriage Syndicate House Raided,
New York, Aug. 30 --The "marriage syndicate nouse:' on Eighty!second street, was broken into today
by a detective after a desperate handto-hand battle with Gregory Allen, the
actor-butler, Mrs. Isella Brown was
placed ender arrest on a charge of
grand larceny, and the homy was
searched. Quantities of goods claimed
by creditors were found. ' Allen was
badly beaten. but would not be quiet
until threatened with handcuffs.

I

YOU DON'T 64AVIE TO WAIT
limy aloe makes yoe feel bettar. Las- Fee
seeps year whole asides rigid. Said en Ho
Moo

•••

0.4

An Assistant of Nature.
One of the most interesting things
of this day of interesting things is
the great success being achieved by
osteopathy.
There is hardly a day that some
mire which is deserving of attrecting
much attention, is not made by this
new science, and the more it is studied, and the better it is known, the
easier it is to see why It us so.
Ostgepathy merely aids nature to
cure.
It is a system of healing built upon demonstrable facts.
it discovers the cause of ellease,
and treats it by scientific manipulations in order to correct disorders
and bring about a natural condition.
ese
Nearly all diseases yield to the
treatment, and the diseases local to
Paducah do so most readily.
In rheumatiem, liver and bowel,
or stomach trbubles, chronic, headaches tired-out, run-down conditions, nervousness, its success has
been very marked.
I should like to have you tall to
discuss your particilar case at any
time, and not only will I tell you
frankly what osteopathy will do for
you, but refer yoh to well-knowa
Paducah people whom it has done
much for.
DR. 0 B. FROAGE, Phone 1407,
Office 518 Broadway, Upstairs.
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New Black and Plaid
Skirts for Fall
Have come in and they are pretty, too. Are
you going away? If you are we have some
pretty early fall clothes for you. See them.

317
!Broadway

00
&I

317
Broadway

People and
Ptsdasent Events
.sending in accounts of soParte,
cial entertel
'Ills will please. alga
them, an The Sun will not publish
contniunications sent in that are nor
Keened.
lowerree-.4rens.
The marriage of Mr. Henry Arena
to Miss Minnie Flowerree was today
announced to occur Saturday In St.
Louis. It will be a quiet wedding ana
all arrangements have not been completed yet. Mr. Arens leaving tonight
for St. Louis to complete them. Mr.
Arena is one of the firm of the Paducah Commission company, and has
been in Paducah seven years. He is
a young man of good business ability. Miss Flowerree came to Pitchman
one year ago from St. Louis. Her
home Is in Louisiana. Mo., and she la
a milliner, having been connected
with some of the beat establlahmens
in Padireah and St. Louis. She Is now
in charge of the store formerly operated by Mrs. Carrie Warren Glrardry. She left for St. Lowe a few days
ago. The marriage will he performed
some time Saturday morning and
Sunday they will go to the home of
the bride on- a short visit to relatives. Wednesday they will return to
Paducah. Mr. and Mrs. Arena will reside over the store at 316 Broadway.

ifitlweels,
4144• caft
_
Washington strain.
Miss Lera Keld, of Murray, is vise
)(lag MSS Willie Willis,
of North
Sixth street.
Captain Robert Dails left today for
,Erldyville on a visit.
Miss Carrie Cooper, of Benton, is
of
the guest of Miss Mattis
North Eighth street.
Miss Mabel C-alisel :eft this morning for St. John's school for the winter.
Mrs. Bell aliklisee of Fcesomdale. ar
rived this morning to visit her mother,
Mrs. P. 0. Reed.
Attorney Conn Linn returned home
to Murray this morning after a profeaslonal trip to the city.
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Benedict, of
North Seventh street, left yesterday
on the steamer ayde to make the
round trip up the Tennessee river.
Miss Lettie Sutherland ties retti-ned after a visit to Mrs. Redden at
Mayfield.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Smith. of San
Antonia, Tex., who have been visiting Mr. Smith's sister, Miss fittssie
Smith, have returned home.
Mrs. Emma Rehkopf, and daughter left last night for Nazareth college where ,the latter
will attend
school.
Mr. E. E. Bell and son, Clarence,
have gone to Looyeratee, Ind., on a
visit to Mr. Bell's parents.
Miss May Davis has returned home
from Chicago.
Mies Media Gardner hue returned
from a visit in Chicago.
Miss Kate Wire has reterned to her
home in Mayfield •rter visiting the
Misses Hobeon. of North Sixth street.
Mrs. M. E Hamiand Miss Carrie
Ewell, of :112 North (lath street, hate
returned from Cbieago.
Mr. and Mrs. M. T. Ritter and little son. Marcus. have returned from
Nashville to make this their future
home.
Mr. and Mee W. J. Sherdon, of
Halls. Tenn., ore visiting Mr. and
Mrs. John in, 421 Clay street*.
Mrs. Robert Leland left this morning for her borne in Charleston, Va.,
after attending the funeral of her
mother, Mrs, M. G. Vaughn
Mr. Will Baker went to Dwvison
this morning for a visit,
Dr. R. E. Hearne has returned from
a business trip to Nashville. Tenn.
Mr. John M. Moore, former repremniatIve of Ballard county in the legislature. Is in the clt4 today on business.
Misses Edna and Flora Welton, of
Marion. III., are the guests of Miss
lepperh e I mer. 1522 Trimbli.
street.
The Rev. D. C. Wright and family have returned from a vacation In
Kenosha, Wis.
Mrs. Charles S. Burge and ,Mrs.
Thomas MeCandlish,. of Toledo,
are In the city attending the bedside
of their sister.. Mrs. H. J. Jeffery
wife of the manager of the, Home
Telephone (someway.

K LE ILE
Kookin' Stoves is Fine for
Summer and Hart is Got
Sum Good Ones Now

HART'S BLUE FLAME Coal Oil

none. Carriages as good and in many
Stoves are very complete. A level
cases better--prices lower, for like
glass is attached to each stove which
service, than in any city ln America.
LOCAL LINES.
If you have traveled any you know
insures perfect working of every
these are facts. Give us your order
burner. They are the most saving
for carriage and baggage wagon. Pal--For Dr. Pendley frng 416.
-C. L. Brunsorr& Co. have mov- mer Transfer Co.
of all stoves on account of their small
ed their flower store to 529 Broadfuel expense. Don't fail to see these
FELL OFF ENGINE.
way. .
goods. They won't heat up your home.
-Irregular numbering of streets
cause considerable confuidon In team! Railroad Man Mangled at Hopkins.
yule.
parts of the city. On North Ninth
streets nine blocks from Broadway,
Farewell (borers,
some of the !amen% are numbered In
Charles Stratighter was brought
At the Casino tonight the farewell
the 900s and some in the 1000's. to the I. C. hospital this inorningfrom
The same confusion obtains in other Hopkinsville, Ky , with his left arm concert given complimentary to Prof
mangled, and his head and breast Harry Gilbert sal take place and it
blocks.
badly crushed. The arm was ampu- doubtless will be well attended and
--Dr. Gilbert. Osteopath, 400 1-2
tated immediately. The only partic- certainly much enjoyed.
Broadway Phone 196.
ulars known this afternoon are that
The program followa:
--The Ladles' 4tiflte society of the
the man was-riding on an engine ana 1. Military Band.
First Baptist church will meet Friday fell off, presumably being
Mangled 1. Vocal solo ..fSfr. Evert Thompson
afternoon at 4 o'clock with Mrs. W. hy the wheels
3. Vocal solo .. Miss Anne Bradshaw
.4631901319i313%3Cli%31%11%153IMICIMIC%%VIA%
10110536S,
E. Covington, 717 Jefferson street.
4. Vocal solo
Mr. Robert Fisher
-One load of our coal will make
5. Plano stole ... Prof. Harry Gilbert
WANTS A PIANO.
private bath, on Broadway between
you an advertiser for us. Bradley
6. Vocal mole .... Mr. Robert ficAt
Fifth and Sixth. Apply R. W. Walker
Bros. Phone 339.
City Prisoner Makes alodeet Request 7. Vocal solo .. Miss Mamie Dreyfus%
Co.. Fifth and Broadway.
TIPS.
Jailer.
the
of
--The Paducah Gun club will hold
K. Vocal solo ... Mr. Richard Scott
bitch
puppy
ped'alts--Pointer
Pane Patterson, colored, a modest 9. Vocal solo ... Mr. Emmett Bagb)
a shoot at the grounds Labor Day afA/
Owner can get same by identifying
ternoon. The newly organised Orb city prisoner, who is doing 25 days 10. Vocal solo. Mrs. D. M. Flournoy
and paying charges. Address Y., care
time for painting Are-arms, has ask- 11. Piano solo
Prof. Gilbert
of Lone Oak will also be here.
Sun.
for
time
accepted
THE
IS
NOW
-The Sun office is prepared to ed City Jailer Evitts to place a pi- 12. Military. Band.
FOR SALE-30 shares of Mock In
you to look about your fire and turesfaraish the very latest things In en- ano in the jail, so he can amuse
insurance, as fall and winter are the Smith & Scott Tobacco Co.. for
do
wore
graved or priated calling cards &III himself when he returns from
Besting i'arty.
aying 7 per cent
share. S
coming •Remernber the old and re- $8
Invitations of any sort, and Is inch- on the chain gang. Mr. Evitts Baia
Yesterday afternoon, Miss Etta
Agency. a
insurance
r,
Burnett.
to
I
Friedsnan
Mayfield. KY.
liable
make
to
anyathing
do
not
would
he
ing special prices now.
Bockenbaugh entertained with a boatOffice No. 128 South Third street. OfW
TED- Male canvasser, marFranklin, colored. 46 the jail any more popular than It ing party, complimentary to
Miss
Residence ried ma • nothing to sell;
fice telephone No. 940.
ears old. died this morning at 113 now is.
Blanche Reboot. of Nashville, and
SOW
represent
We
15S1.
No
phone
salry'.efncs
Apply to Mr. Meyers,
was
body
South Third street. The
Mr. Riddle Ragan, of Columbia,
of the oldest and best insurance com- room 34. Craig hotel. 5:30 p.
Notice.
taken to arnahland
was
Tenn. A delightful afternoon
panies, which are paying their losses
-We guarantee to please you
All members of Lone No. 14, Ship spent, games and danchag being the
HOUSE AND LOT for sale- Lot
promptly. We protect your interests, 40z168, four room house, 420 South
with Old Taylor, KY., Lump coal. Carpenters' Union, are requeated to features. Those et-smear were Mimes
and you better be safe than sorry. 12th. Price $500. For particulars see
Phone 339 Bradley Bros.
m*ss Thursday evening at 7:30,
Sadie Olopper, Hortense Thurman,
Give us a call.
berg,
Holten
at
Mrs. Lizzie Ray, 420 South 12th.
John
--School book lists now ready
Ruby Veer*, Nola Hall. Fto a ThurBEATING aid stove wood. Freak
Joe Washington.
Harbour's Book Department.
man. Maggie Berger Pauline and AnWANTED-- An all-round expetLevin, both phones 487.
nie May Durrett, Emma Brown, Mesfenced grocery e:erk. Call in person
-1Adies, get one of those Phalle
Notre.
dames P. J. Beckenbach, L. B. DurFOR RENT-Oil side of IltOen between 9:30 and 11 a. in. or 7 to
Pan Purses at R. I). C:canents & cooSt. Mars:a aamilesus opens Monday. rett, Louis Brennen and L. H. Ragan,
438 Broadway. Phones 1518.
C F. Schrader. Thirteenth and
pony, the latest In purse, and a grill
September 3. All parents sbeuld set and Mr. and Mrs. Tim leurphy. On
vconvenience to the wearer.
FOR RENT-Fou r- room residence Mon roe streets.
-4
-City subscribers to the Daily that their children are sent the first Tuesday evening, Mlas Beckenbaugh
FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE sewerage connections. 220 Tennessee.
;rho wish the delivery of their dui
entertained with • lawn part) in hon,
Three
hundred acres of fine (motorbooms
Thirteen-room
_ Sun
SALEPel.‘41.:
FOR
WRITERS MOE WORLD'S
papers stopped Mast notify our color of the visitors .a1.- her how., on
for
exc
exchange
n pttdn
nKentiuAyeh.ato
rnailand In
modems coevooleaces. Old phone 164. ed
....jectors or /slake their requests direct
South Fourth street.
retie uestate
For
(lobe
Peres
of
laegree
pressing
International
and
CLEANING
nesUy
The Sun olio& No attention will
lank address Box 95. Metropolis, III
Takes .tetlos at Denver.
done James Duffey, old phone 718-r.
"be paid to such orders when given to
Reunion of ilrothers,
A MODERN HOME for sale. Six
once.
at
WANTED--Good cook
, our 'carriers. Sun Pub. Co.
Charles Troutman of Shetleraville,
hardwood
rooms, bath, furnace
Denver, Aug. 30 -The interne- Apply 1800 Monroe.
Fra200
dentist,
Voila,
V.
J.
-Dr.
John Troutman and George Trout.
floors. up-to-date In every particuof Press clubs at the
at
lasag
WANTED-Position by experleucen
ternity building.
Glom man, of Graves-eounty, and Eugene
Omes
Wheatlar. Apply on premises at 416 North
opening session of Its convention to-Our customers are our best adbookkeeper. Address "W." care Sun Fifth street.
70% Troutman, of Alaska, are in the city
70%
Sept
a
or
favor
in
day adopted resolutions
Bradneighbor.
vertisers. Ask your
furnished
73% visiting Dr. J. S Troutman. They
73%
Dee.
-FOR-11-ENT- Two
plan for world-wide peace through the
J. E. MORGAN. blacksmith. 403
ley Bros. Phone 339.
are his brothers and it is the first reduction of armaments and the adop rooms, 5th and Jackson. Phone 222
S. Third. Old phone 457. Superior
ni.,
Carterville,
Reliable
-Old
48%
48% time they have been together 'in
Sept
good work guaranteed. Exelesive agent
FOR SALE-$30 will buy- nthin by the powers of an approved ar44
washed nut, and egg coal is the
43% twelve yearn. Th:s morning they had
Dec.
treaty. The resolutions were surrey. Old phone 662.
birtation
for fore stone side wire tires, the
cbeapest.....Bradley Bros. Phone 339. Oatsa picture of the group taken, and will Introduced by Mrs. Belts Lockwood.
watch this best rubber tires made.
LOST-Ladles' gold
14
family
29
29% be entertained fce several days by Dr
-Pure wines for table and
Sept
who was elected envoy from the morning. on Broadway. Address A. - CONTRACTOR WEIKEL--Mason
30%
31
use: claret, port, sherry, catawba end
Dec
Troutman.
Teague to the coming peace confer- L. B., Sun office.
ry and concrete work a specialty.
Call
:on.
gal
per
$1.00
blackberry,
PorkMilan, Italy. .President
ence at
WANTED- Piano pupils. Apply Othee 126 South Fourth. Phone 490.
13.10 - 13.45
405, old phone. or 407 new phone.
-Jan.
Columbia Chide
Roosevelt, who is an honorary mem- 408 Washington or old phone 2600. Residence phone 1237. Prompt at•
-Do not be deceived,. Bradley
Yesterday the Coiumbla club was ber of the Denver Preset club, rent a
tentlon to all estimates.
Mrs. Charles VVbeelts.
CsrtervIlle.
for
8.93
agents
8.79
-Bros. are sole
Oct..
debghtfill'y entertained by Mrs. Joha letter of regret in response to an inNIGHT SCHOOL-- Bookkeeping.
FOR HAMElliThogus and Hot Ta9.14
8.80
Ill., washed coal. Phone 339.
Dec.
MatTheobold. at her home on the
vitation to attend the convention.
etc., only
males go to "Shorty's" 111% South Shorthand, Typewriting
1,21
9.09
Jac
-Pure wines for table and family
field road The guests spent the after$4 a month. Dratighon's Practical
Third.
claret. Port, sherry, rotas/be slid
noon in sewing and other diversion., OMAHA PAelif9,114 MUST REFORM
Call
'1.74'4 1.74
WANTED---Mill timoer and farm Business College, 314 1-2 Broadway.
Cackherry, $1.410 par gallon.
I. C:
after which refreshments were served
phone.
new
1.48%
407
50
or
.
phone.
14
Good wages. Frank Lumber Phone 1755. Call, phone or write for
hands.
405. old
L. L N.
by the hostess
Sievretary Wilson, It In *dd. Is .11:tont
catalogue. It will convince you that
1.88%
. Lei
Co., old phone 1458-1.
-Dr. V. Islytne,.pnysielan. Phones
U. P.
to Order Sweeping (bungee.
Draughoe's is the best.
1.36%
. 1.40
Rdg. .....
)51-272. Office Fraternity building.
TaHot
FOR HAMBURGERS and
Cotillion Newt Tuesday.
1.76% 1.75%
WANTED. FOR:-U. S. ARMY St. P.
-Pure wines for table and faintly
North
127
"Shorty's."
to
go
males
Washington, Aug 30.-At the agTbe Cotilion club will give a
97%
98
unmarried men between
Able-bodied
Mo. P.
use; claret, port, sherry. estawba and
Fourth.
next Tuesday ricultural department it is said that
Call
1.43% 1.41% dance at the park
ages of 21 and 35: citizens of United
Penn.
blackberry, $1.0.0 per gallon.
over
rooms
rive
RENT-;
FOR
completing
Wilson,
upon
Secretary
1.10% 1.09% night, the list going on at Rock's
States, of good character and temCop. ,
405, old phone, or 407 new phone.
s his tour of inspection of packing es- Kamleiter's grocery. Apply to Henry
1.56% shoe store tomorrow morning.
1.5e
perate habits,. who can speak, read -Steel.
-Our transfer service is second to
tablishment& will order sweeping Kamielter.
78%
79
Lead
and write English. For information
Many
plants.
SUITS CLEANED and pressed76
Among those registered at The changes in the Omaha
1.37
1.57
T. C. 1.
apply to Recruiting Office, New Richthem are reported to be lacking in cents. flolCmon the tailor 113 South
55% Palmer today are: A. L. Williams,
57%
C. F. I.
mond Roam, Paducah, Ky.
build- Third street. Phone 10.16-a.
in
he
to
and
atm:lances
modern
4 East Prairie, Mo.: R. A. Baird, Se
/
1.08% 1.071
-U.S. P. .
FARLEY & FISHER. Veterinary
are not of good construc_roR SALE-Beautiful city lotTalti Surgeons
4 Louis; H. H. Hummer. Metropolis: ings that
/
461
47%
U. 8.
and Dentists. Personal atIX predicted that snitch reit
and
tion,
small mosthly payments. H. C. -HolE. Stillinger, Columbus, Ind.; D. P.
all damages of horses anti
to
t.eirtion
rebe'
renovating
will
Shemin', Cincinnati; W. S. Elmore. building and
lins, Trueheart Bldg., old phone 127.
Local Markets.
dogs. A light, cool, airy sanitary and
some
from
products
the
before
quired
Mayfield; Conn Linn, Murray; E. C.
WANTED- To sell your property. scientifically
Dressed Chickens-20c to 35e.
equipped
hospita:
west will
Kerr, St. Louis; .1."3. Todd, Chica- of the establishment's In the
No, 9, Trugheart where every case Is assured careful
H. C. Hollins
Eggs-20 to 35c dos.
health.
of
be given a clean bill
HunP.
J.
Chicago;
Bailey.
J.
J:
go;
Butter-20c lb.
Bldg. Telephone 127.
attention. Bring your sick horses or
ter, Indianapolis; J. B. ChamberIrish Potatoes-Per be. 70e.
board.
to
men
WANTED-Ioung
us any time for consultation
call
WILL ATWELL DIES.
Sweet Potatoes-Per bu. $1.00. lain, Eldorado, Ill.; A. L. Madison,
Bath and other conveniences, 912 Office and hospital 429 South Third
Harvey,
thousand
C.
J.
Green,
Ky.:
Bowling,
seventy
VKR
Country Hams- 16e. lb.
Jefferson.
Old Phone 1345, new 351; residence.
Sterol:this: (3. M. Neleon, Smithland; Clerk of Masaac County Samantha to
prescriptions have been
Green Sausage-7c 11).
HICKORY WOOD-Phones, Old old. 1816.
Wounds.
His
FtnWm,
Louisville;
Morgan.
Edw.
Sausage-12%c. lb.
entrusted to the care of our
442, New 598. Delivered promptly.
T.. L. BROWN STATES that be has
nal. Albion, Ill.
Country- Lard-11c lb.
prescription department. We
of a self-inflicted E. E. Bell & Sons.
As the result
taken up as astray one cow described
Belvedere: H. W. Radcliffe, NashLettuce-5c bunch
are very much gratified by
FOR SALE-25 head of horses. as follows: Maley cow, light red
ville; J. L. Hill, Lonisville; W. L. bullet wound, Will Atwell, county
Tomatoes-10c gallon.
of
patronage
unbroken. Glauber's white belly and tail, seine white on
Reed, Evansville; D. W. Wilson, clerk of Massac county, Ill., died this broken
and
this enormous
Peaches-20c basket.
hips and flanks, crop in :eft ear and
0.. E. M. Bowyer, Lex- morning at 3 o'clock at his home In stable.
Cleveland.
the most important branch of
Beans-10c. gallon.
Last night he lost eon
Metropolis.
fork in right ear, with young
swallow
J.
Cincinnati:
Carter.
0.
H.
ington;
FURNISHED ROOMS- Forrest
Roasting Ears-141c doses,
our business and we wish to
actottenets shortly after dark and with board
calf two weeks old, and appraised by
E. Dye, St. Louis.
Adfamily.
private
In
doz.
-30c
Cantaloupes
assure the people of Paducah
passed peacefully away.
D. M. Jones at 122,011, and taken no
dress "X."
Butterbeans-10c. quart.
his
that
statement
Hinklea
that we are redoubling our
made
lie
ill..
Mrs. Lents Brenner, of Herrin,
FOR RENT-1 front room; all b- MP at my residence on the
Celery-40c dozen.
and his
vile road six miles from Padocah.
efforts to give them the best
is visftine Mrs. P. J. Bechenbsch. of health had become no bad
modern conveniences. Inquire 713
nerves so onstrung that he whaled to
Ky., on the 28th day of Jfily. The
possible service.
South Fourth street.
Ky. Ave.
PADUCAH GRAIN MARKET.
die.
being unknown to me. I,. L.
owner
Mr. Irvin Brooks has gone to St.
Wheat, 65e ba.
FOR RENT- Three unfurnished
Brown. Subscribed and sworn to me
visit.
Lools
a
on
Corn. 65c bu.
rooms for housekeeping. Apply at
by L. L. BrOwn, this Aug. 14, 111106
An English court has joie allowed
Miss Blanche Kelly, of Owensboro.
Hay-From jobbers in resell deal1107 Monroe street.
went
C. W. Emery, J. P.
who
man
the,
young
heirs of a
Is the guest of Mrs. W Brooks, of
ers-Strict grades. Choice Tim
LOST--95.00 bill either at City.
Ineian
the
in
storm
a
a
with
in
ship
street.
ra caeca
Clerk
Tim.,
Inc,
2
No.
$17; No. 1 Tim., $16:
German or First National banks, AuMoore, who recently noDRUCIOISTS
Mrs, Charles Bruhr is visiting rel.- Ocean In 1857 to "presume" that he
$15: clover, none offered. From
gust 27.
th between 11 and 12 a. in. derwent an operation for appendicitis
Is dead.
Cincinnati.
fives
in
'175
MISS
meMI
(plenty
public
at
wagons
country
Orsehile
RS
Reward 113 South Second street.
Riverside hospital. was down tow
at eaPt.Tl
Mitts Narrnie Sewell and mother, of
dium to very poor. $8 to $17 per ton
*Night Sell at Side Door.
for the first time.
itoday
with
RENT-Furnishes
room
FOR
toe
visiting
Brownwood, Texas, are
ishismos roe 1o gm.
for various mixtures.

TODAY'S MARKETS

Trusted
Seventy
Thousand
Times...
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R. W.WALKER CO.

GEO.0. HART & SONS CO.

e

DOCKET IS CLOD MUST BE REMOVED

HALF FARES

Four Hundred Civil and Sev• Chief Wood Inaugurates Crusade Against Trash.
enty Criminal.

C.

BETS GRAYSoN NPRINtifi THU WIRE INKPECTOR IS

Frankfort, Ky.. August 30.— The
docket for the Septienber term of
the court of appeals closed tonight
with a total of 437 eases. Of this
number 400 cases are civil appear.
nitres, seventy are on the criminal
docket and seventeen on the areainent dockets. Among the appeals
docketed today for hearing during
The term was one front the Butler
circuit court involving the constitutionality of the legislative
redistricting statutes, being tested by the
Republicans of the state.
Frankfort, August 30.-- John
Stuart was today elected secretary of
the election board to succeed P. S.
Phillips, resigned.
New Corporations,
Frankfort. Ky , August 111. - Incorporation articles were flied in the
department of secretary of state as
follows:
The Mayo Coal company of 'Johnsen county, Increasing the amount
of its 'capital stock from $250.000 to
$5011,00o.
The Highland Hotel company, of
Campbell county, Increasing the
amount of its capital stock from
$50.000 to $1111,A00.
The Northeast Coal company. of
Boyd county, increasing the amount
of its capital stock from $1,000 to
$100,000.
The Ineatcroft Brick and .Tile
company. of Webster county. Aled
original articles. It has $9,000 capital Stock, and the incorporators are
A. E. and 11. F Cullen, ('. E. Seeprin. and J. E. Strain,, all of Webster county.
The Hickman Hardware company,
of Fulton county. It has $10,000 capital stock, and the incorporators are
M. A. Johnston, J. F. Dodds and R.
L. Dodds, all of Hickman.
Amended articles were flied by T.
M. Gilmore & company, of Jefferson
county. It increases front $2,5011—To
the amount or the indebtedness the corporation
may at any
time incur.

$20,000

praccesedul Ascension.
A -g. 30.—Horace Wild,
the aeronaut, fusee his /12th aerie.
it p sueeessefuliy today. He started in
the "Eagle" at It le ticlock thie morning front Fontaine loerr and merle a
direct course uptown, arriving abovthe City hell in thirty-five
minutes
from the time he left the platform at
Fontaine Ferr). He flew over the cie
hall and court house and circled over
the Kenyoe Welding. He made a
complete circle to the north of'tbe city
hall and started east in were of a
landing place
This he found on the
toot of the, Schupp & Seeruldt Mannfacturiag company's plant. on Markel
street. between 'Fourth and
Fifth
streets. The landing was probably
the most successful ever made by Mr.
Wild, as the nue tithe rested on the
lit,wall On one side and on a broal
chimney on the other side of the timer
:eating room for the propeller above
the roof.
I. C. Gets Grayson Springs.
Sellable information is given out
that Mercke Brothers who several
years ago
bought
the
Grayson
Springs property for $30,000, bare
sold It to the Illinois Central Railroad company for $60,000. It Is under,tood that the Illinois
Central
will constrnct an electric line Trom
Grayson Springs station to the
springs, a distance of about 3 1-2
mlige_This is very valuable property, containing 1050 acres of land.
With 'plenty of buildings and steamniodaeions for 60.0 people.

-141-re Chief James Wood will tbi
fail put. Into effect stringeut rules pro
hibiting the accunitliation of debt
sad conibustage stuff about building.
"I intend to ret.L.ce.the number o.
fires in Raducab to such a 8111E1 flu'
we that the insurance companies cannot help reducing the rates." the tee
chief declared. "Since the reform it.
wiring started, fires in the business
section of the city. have been reduced
forty per cent. In the past few yearthe biggest fires we had were caused
by defective wiring
One was thc
Scott Hardware company fire, which
amounted to $25,41410. There were six
others caused one year by bad wiring."
"In the fall I am going around and
have every goods box, piano box or
combustible matter of any kind removed from yards. I hope in this wse
to leave little (hence of fires from
such sources. It is done in oilier cit
Ia... and I am going to enforce the
ruice hire."
Peanut Pile He
ed.
The big pile of peanut halls In the
rear of the peanut factory at Firs'
and Washington streets is being removed. s Fire Chief Wood rester Is y
visited it again and found the interior
still hot and :table to break out afire
again at any time
He condemned 1'
as a menace and ordered 14 removed
The company began the work yesterday
The peanut hues caught fire
Are
and the Ore watt ex, ocuish
ed /net before It reached the mil.
building.

week

The Wide( Reform.
Wire Inspeclor McPherson stated
this morning that all new. wiring
up-to-dete. "Keep the now wiring no
to the standard and the o:d
conit tan
break down tint
demned," he stated
"In thik an
we can perfect the wiring."
Prof. Tyler, Of Amherst college,
said recently: "A man can live comfortably without brains; no man ever
existed Without a digestive system.
The dyspeptic has neither faith, hope
or charity." Day by day people reitlee the importance of caring for their
digestion; realize the need of the
use of a little corrective after overeating A corrective like Kodol For
Dyspepsia. It digests what you eat.
Sold by I.ang Bros.

• Why does the sun burn! Why does
a mosquito sting? Why do we feel
unhappy in the Good Old Summer
Time? Answer: we don't. We use De
Wilt's Witch Hazel Salve, and these
little Ills don't botner us. Learn to
look for the name on the box to get
the genuine. Sold by Lang Bros.
—Our pmeos are Known; so are
we. Ask your neighbor about them:
some have used
them over thirty
years; they are guaranteed from seven years to indefinite time. D. H
Baldwin & company, 520 Broadway.

Very law round trip rates all summer. Special
reductiaas September 3 to 14 inclusive. Oat way
"Colonist" tickets will be on sale September 15 to Oztober 31.

TO HOT SPRINGS, ARK. sVuelarymlCT,low

Before Trading Your Old Bicycle
In on a New One See

WILLIAMS BICYCLE CO.1

ADVANCE FALL STYLES

North Fifth St., Next Kentucky Theatre
They can save you money, and
take your o.d wheel in exchange. We want an unlimited number of second hand bicycles.

IN OUR SHOW WINDOWS
The Best and Most Comfortable
Shoes Made
Our clean up sale is still on. We have several lines of Men's
Patent Kid Oxfords, consolidsted as one, to enable us to give
you sizes. Regular price $3, $3 50 and $4;
closing out at.

Remember this le the cheapest house in town on bicycles
and everything for bicycles.
Parts furnished for any make of
wheel, Expert machinists in
our repair shop.
All work
guaranteed.

All the Tan Oxfords in the store, without a single exception.
and women, $3, 63 so, 14 and $5
(ii
going at.
I.

25.
T $3

for tn eti

You cm wear these until you get tired of them. Then
will dye black for you free of charge.
We have several lines cf Women's White Canvas and Sea Island Duck Oxfords, consolidated as one, which gives us a
god ripl of sixes, regular $2..,5o, $3 and $3.5o
goods.; now.

S1.45

Shirt Bosoms Starched Right

No Goods on Approval. Cash Only

LEN DLER & LYDON

.
Ever have your shirts returned from the laundry
1 with the bosom et. r Thed only in spats and with stud'
daubed all around the neckband and sides of the
bosom?'
We have a machine which saves you from such
annoyances.
No chance to daub starch all over the rest of the'
shirt with this machine.
LA us IcarDnstrate its value to you.

309'Broadway. Phone 675

W. F. #11X-TON,
President,

R. Rum,,
Cashier

P. Pl.31YEAR,
Atsietnnt Cashier

Citizen's Savings Bank
Capital
suns..

1 00 000
50,000

Stock holders liability

100,000

THE UP-TO-DATE STAR LAUNDRY
Both Phones 200. 120 North Fourth St.

Accounts of individuals and firms solicited. We appreciate
depositors and accord to all the same

small as well as large

courteous treatment.
Interest Paid on Time Deposits
Open

TO LET

Saturday nights from seven to eight o'clock

Several superior offices7, on second and
third floors of our building, provided with
heat, water, light, electric elevator and modern
sanitary arrangements.
Prices lowest in city for similar offices—
double offices especially adapted for dentists.

Third and Broadway

vhe LENOX HOTEL
IN
BUFFALO
Modern

American - German National Bank

Highest Grade

OUR OWN ELECTRIC CARRIAGES
EXCLUSIVELY FOR PATRONS
Every few minutes between Liotel, Depots.
Wharves and through Business Distric .
EUROPEAN PLAN
steeper day sad up.
GEORGE DOCHILGIIIEREK
•

You need a pl'it tree Be Witt's $,
Little Early Risers, the famous little pills. Do not sicken or gripe, but
reeults are sure. Sold by Lang Bros.
—We ehlp pianos and organs direct from factory of our own makes
and saves you commission. D. H.
Baldwin & company, 520 Broadway.

If You
On your

vacation

227 Broadway

Fans! Fans!
CEILING AND BUZZ FANS
See Us For.

foreman Bros. Novelty Co.

CITY TRANSFER CO.

Incorporated
121-1243 N.Fourth St.

Now located at

Phonon 7457

Ola.uber's Stable.
and

procure views that are
entirely original.
We
carry Kodaks in stock
from

$1.00 to $20
Full stock of films and
supplies.

McPherson's Drug Store
flierik and Braids', r

all

P. S. WEEVER,
GEO. H. LEE,
Tray. Pau. Agt.,
Gen. Pass Aft.,
Nashville, Tenn.
Little Rock, Ark,

FIREPROOF- THROUGHOUT

Kodak

roundtrip rates

Illustrated Booklets and Full Inform ition Regard"
ing Rates, Routes, Etc., on Request.

INCOR CO RATE D

Rehiserits 1.0. TAP sear

Are interested in souvenir post cards take a

I.

MIEN11111111111111NMSNINININSWIngetihs.—

In this state it is not necessary to
serve a five day's notice for eviction
of a cold. Use the original laxative
cough attzup. KennedY's Laxative Honey and Tar. No opiates. Sold
DY
Lang Bros.
•

Fell to Death.
Owensboro. ley . August 10.—
Claude II. Basham, aged 34, years,
a stone-mason in the employ of Geo.
Mischel, fell from a tower on Settle Memorial Methodist church yesterday shortly after 2 eiceock, and
after dropping a distance of 45 feet,
struck on his face in a pile of large
stones, with fatal result. The
e?
feels of the fall were a jawbone broken in two places. the right leg terribly crushed and
broken, a hole
knocked In one side of the man's
fare and a bruins On the chest with
attendint internal ittjuriete.

Special

TO CALIFORNIA

Total Security tOdepositors.....$250,000
—During this month
we wii!
make special prices and terms on pi
anos and organs. It would be worth
your time and save you money to
see our pianos and get our prices before buying, D. H. Baldwin & ccmpany, 620 Broadway.

ROCK ISLAND

round trip rates all summer.
very_ September
23 to l inclusive.
TO COLORADO reiuctions

Children between the ages of 5 and
12 years are entitled to ride for half
fare and can procure half fare tickets
at the office of _the company, 406
Broadway, between the hours of 8 a.
m.and 5:30 p. m. on week days Children who are pot supplied with half
fare tickets are erftitled to receive
one ticket from the conducthr on
payment of the regular 5 cent fare,
this ticket to be good for &tie ride on
-the cars of the company. ::

Large Number of Corporations. File HIM Electric WOW iii Gthal Shape
mid %1!lb IteliitiVe Other eitU4eli
stet..
Apelications
or. Fires,
irtepaaritiad•til.

I.

VIA

We are ready for all kinds of hauling.

YOUR FIRST THOUGHT

MINIM 499

LAKE BREEZES
Cam e enjoyed
sat the

in safe delight

sn.n. STEAMSSIP

When dwelling on the Plumbing or Heating question Is:
Ask your neighbor. oftener than not
he will refer you to

mANIT0

Who's the lint to see

FOR COMFORT, REST AND PLEASURE

E.D. HANNAN

It offers an unequalled opportunity
lest Class Only-Paseenger Service Exclusively
re&ntorta.wtr
Plo i, I ,f/ sit.,il; din .t,.,,
anis...41pp,g;,401,ple
.L
afr
nen. Three Rallis.* Wo..kly br11.1,4.1,• at,...,,
ge, rraft •
Ont. 011, inalgy Petankey. 11.5.,
mprlsoir• obn.1 IlseLln. 14•Iona41
H•thIN Ited•th ant •11 .4.( In. .1.14
/kali phew'.mr
TrIp•
Pm/Isom
BOOlarta and
a,.1r mak
11111. IIEROUPIEHIA, Q. P. A. lAwstou Stoasi.sis C... Chime

Plumbing, Heating, Gas Fitting
132 South Pi)urth

32E6 Kentu‘zky Ave.

.ath [Thumps 201

erdsMaZeill
•

s
es

TEIVHSDAT, Al'CHET OIL

PIM rrnrc-xn EVENTN13 !WI%

The Manager
Of the B. A.
By VAUGHAN KESTER,
Copyright, 1001. by Harper C. brothers

TOOK POSSESSION
OF NOISE'S HOUSE

For Quicli

JANES

Wall Papering

REAL ESTATE.
MORTGAGES *
LOANS* 0 0

But That Did Not Make it a
Noiseless House.
else (eolored l'reentere Had Jubilee in
iteeklence but l'ay feisty for
Ttevir Pan,

drove him front hie position, and he.
By 5 o'clock be gained the summit of.
sought refuge in the /south. The CASen4 IN THE POLICE COURT.
too,
able
a low ridge. From its top he was
of flame cut him otT from the
wall
to secure au exteudtel view of the lire.
north and west, and to the east he
A red line—as red as the reddest sunset
would not go.
—stretched away to the north as far
I,)
It cost several ilegrOleti (net
There was something tragic- In this
U the eye could see. He was probloc-king of his way. He wondered If take possession of a private hasidenee
roundly impressed by the spectacle.
it wag tot the Lord's wish after all that and use it for a whole day withoat
The coutlagratiou was Lou a scale so
he should be taken, net thought had the owner's knowledge and coneeut.
him.
staggered
fairly
it
that
gigantic
been troubling him for some time. Then The ease is one without a parallel In
timber
of
feet
of
He knew millions
- Datiree. to
dm
Deers
he remembere
police court.
must be blazing.
whom n he had brought only shame and
ridge
the
He decided to remain on
Nee:ey Shad, Nina Han:Mack, alias
sorrow, lie set his lips with grim deand study the course of the tire, so he termination.
Right or wrong, the ,Rolsertsoa, JOE. McKnight, Kate Nellay down to rest. Sleep 4.1111.11.. over
Lord's vengeance would have to wait. son and Sarah Ayres, colored, ware
for the day bad been a fatiguing onel. Perhaps he would underetend the situcharged with entering Berry Noise's
but at ollduight be awoke. A dull, ation. He prayed that he might.
house and spending the day in it. The
roaring sound was slogan; through the
Twenty-four Mono Inter and he had
Hornbact:
forest, and the air was stilling. The turned westward with the desperate evidence *hotted that the
St.
fire had bunted closer while he slept. hope that he could cross out of the woman had just returned from
It bud reached the ridge opposite, path of the fire, but the hope proved Louis, and meeting Shad, her sweetwhich was nearly parallel to the one futile. There was no help for it. To heart, they decided to have a time
he was on. and was burniug aloug its the east he anuet go If he would imespe. They secured a key to Noise's house
uurthern base. The ridge flattened perIt was the towns and settlements be from a family occupying a portion of
ceptibly to the %test, Laid already at feared most, and the people. Perhaps
IL, secured whisky and beer and two
this point a single lour hue of tire bad they still continued the search. When
and started in for fun. When
Surmounted the bluut ,trest and was be left the wilderness the one precau- guitars
looked bike a
creeping down into the %alley wheel' tion he eould take would be to travel they finished the house
Intervened. Presently tongure of Are Only by night. This plan when it was cyclone had swept through it.
Shad was fined $2e and coats. The
1111.it Upward. Illy ditria, nearer side of firmly fixed in hie mind greatly encourwomen $10
the ridge snowed clearly lu the fierce aged tam. Rut at the end of ten hours Hornbeck and Nelson
light, anti soon tbe tire isseled over Its of steady tramping he discovered that and NAM each, MeKeight's tame WAR
entire length. a long, ruddy cataract of the fire surrounded him on three sides. continued and the Ayres woman wee.
name. As it gained the imultutt It Still be did not despair.
diagniased.
seemed to fail forwrirti and retch fresh
For two days he dodged from east
Other cases: Cbarle: It taut. eoltimber. theu it rutted olowu the slope to west, and each day the wall of
maliciolis cutting waived examored,
toward the valley, fuming a great red flame and smoke drew closer about
avalanche that roared and Maned and htm, and the distances in which he ination: Bettie Gahnor, Florence Greer
crackled and soul up vast clouds of moved became bete and Irmo. And now rolored. doorderly conduct, left open.
smoke into the night.
a great fee- of Antimit possessed him. Herbert Jaeksoo, eolored, breech of
Clearly any attempt. to go farther The railroad ran neerly• due east and Peace. It and emus; Ern.-,t Walker
north weekl be but a waste of time west from Iluekhorn Junetlou tts Har- Les Perkins, colored, breach of peace.
and strength. The tire shut him off rison. a distance of ninety-five miles. $5 and roster each. Tom Bloolsav.
completely In that qiierter. He must Beyond the road the country was well
colored, breach of peace, dismisse-d:
retrace his steps moil he was well to settled. There were thriving farms
co:oted, may-hem, waivee
the south 'gale. Then he could go and villages. To pass through such a D. Grace.
either to the east or west and perhaps country without being seen was next examination and held: Gus Armstrong
work arouud feto the burned district. to impossible. Ile felt a measure of roe:tied, malicious cuteng, waived exThe risk lie ran of capture did not his strength fall hint, and with it went amination, held.
worry hint. Indeed. he scarcely coo- his coitrage. It was only the thought
sidereol it. He felt certain the permit, of Dante* that kept him on the alert STILT& THE BARBER, TALKS.
if pursuit there were. had been aban- Happen what might, he would not be
the
doned days before Ile had a shrewd taken. It should go hard with
attempt. reti/Ona SURering Front Dandruff or
Idea that the tire would give people man or men who made the
Baltineee Should lined This.
something elms to think of. His only He told himself this not boastfully.
far
fear W/14 that his provisions would be but with quiet conviction. In so
him
Dear Sirs: t used your Parisian
exhausted. When they went be knew as be could, as the fire crowded
of Anthe chances were that he wortild etarVP, bark, he •avolded the vicinity
Sage and found It better than any
Bnekhoni
but by put this feer re-Jetties-1y ankle tioch end inclined toward
other. It is the best Hair Restorer 1
whenevet it obtruded Itself. With care Junction.
used and I have used them all.
ever
There was need of constant vigilance
Ms supplies could tes made to last
find it a great Dandruff remover
settled
sparsely
a
in
was
he
as
now,
many day%
aeetion, one night some men passed also. Yon should get it 111to all the
Flo did not sleep any more that nigin,
Barber Shops and get the Barbers
near -to the fringe of tamarack
but watched llse ere eat Its way across quite
where be was camped. Luck- to use It as it Is great. 1 remain,
the valley. When it -reached the doge swamp
the undergrowth was dense, and yours truly, Geo. A. Mina, 73 1-2
at Ms feet er shouldered his pack anti ily
tire had burned to a few red em- Main Street, Springfield, Mass.
his
was
neon
It
when
he
moth.
started
another ore-anion. just at
made his Seat halt. He rested for two bers. On
Why 'do you continue to allow the
stumbled Into a small clearhe
dusk,
hls
resumed
-then
mart*.
hours anti
persistent germs of dandruff
small
winthe
of
ing and within plain view
He ento now well beyond tbe
cabin. As he leaped to destroy your hair when Parisian
log
a
of
dow.
Ste rang' of the ronithsgratiou. There
back Into the woods a man with a Sage is guaranteed by us and by W-.
MAR only an occasional faint Wee of
pipe In his mouth came to the door B. McPherson to remove every vesrob
smoke In the woods. He had crossed
the ealoin.
tige of dandruff in six deys or money
several small etreame. and he Item of
Roper Oakley, with the hickory staff hack.
uaey would he an obstacle in the ImUi
of the tire unless the wind, which was which he had cut that day held firmly
50 cents a bottle.
In his bands anti a fierce, wild look on
from the mirth, !Mould freshen.
If you cannot get Parisian Sage
rover.
his
from
him
watched
face.
Night fell. lie lighted a campfire his
from
druggists in your vicinity we
the
brick
into
turned
men
the
and scraped together his bed of pine Presently
will send you a bottle for 50 cents—
needles and lay down to sleep with the bonne, (-looting the door after Min.
These experienced startled and alarm- Stamps or aliver—charges prepaid.
tennforting thought that he had put a
Giroux Mfg. Co.. Rochester; N. Y.
suflicieut distance between himself and ed him. He grew gaunt and haggard.
him. Me
the burning forest, lie would turn to a terrible wearinetut bppreesed
the west when morning came. He mind became contesed, and a most of
Notice to Contractors.
had
trusted to a long day's journey to carry panic seised him. Ma provisions
Paducah. Ky., August 25, 1906.
eulticatoccasional
an
best
him,
failed
It
him out of the menet-col territory.
Bids will be received at the °Mee
and potatoes In
would be easier traveling, too, for the ea nold furnisbed corn
felt
he
the board of public works, city
of
misgivings
serious
the
of
spite
ridges which cut the face of the counmoppet of these hall, Paducah, Ky., until 3 p. m. on
try rim east atbd west. The sun was In concerning the morel
he raided August 29, 1906, for the following
tbe boughs of the bemlorlin when be nightly depredations. When
eggs and construction and reconstruction of
awoke. There had been a light rain a spring house and carried off
during the night, and the forest world butter and milk be was able to leave street& and side-walks, as per plans
bad taken on new beauty. But It grew money behind. He conducted these and specifications on file at the city
hot and oppressive as the hours passed. transactions olth scrupulous honesty. engineer's ofliee, under ordinances
Ile had been liring in the wilderness
The smoke thickened once mom. At
providing for same:
Brat he tried to believe tt wag only his three weeks, when at last tbe Ore drove
to
Junction.
First street from Broadway
at
Buckhorti
cover
from
him
into
the
Then
the
fancy.
wind*Mted
a
was
largely
Junction
vitrified
with
the
town
a
street,
As
Washington
east iota the woods became noticeably
clearer. He pushed ahead, pith renew- detithe There were n railroad crositing, paving block, curb and glitter.
pered hope. This change in the wind was a freight sheet and the depot and
Washington street from first- to
a good sign. If it ever got into the haps a sc-ore of houses scattered along Third etreets with vitrified "Paving
road.
*aunts,of
stretch
a
'made
south it would drive the fire back on
curb and gutter.
The D. snd A. had its connection with block
itself.
street from Washington
Second
was
also
It
point.
this
at
and
We
M.
He tramped (or half, the nig& and the
•Itthe beginning of a rich agricultural street to Kentucky avenue,
threw himself down and slept- Tweet!
pooh and gutter.
—tbet sleep of utter exhaustlon and district. aud the woods gave
The following streets are to be
weariness. It was broad day when be cultivated fields and fartn lauds.
It was late afternoon as Roger Oak- Improved with granitoid side-Walk&
opened his eyes. The first nottnd be
heard was the dull roar of the flames. ley approached Buckhorn. When It was
First street from Broadway to
He turned with a hunted, fugitive look clerk Tie would (Tome the ralirond and Washington street
toward the weal A bright light shone take hie chance there. He Judged from
Seepad street from Kentucky avethat the fire bad
through the trees. The fire was creep- the light in the sky
to Washington street.
nue,
Bnekhorn
between
in
already
burned
ing around and already encircled hen
a certain
Washington street from Second to
on two "Mee. His feeling was one of and Antioch. This gave him
sur- Third street.
bitter disftppointment: fear, too, min- sense of security. Indeed, the fire
Side-walks on Washington street
gled with it. In the south were Ryder's rounded Buckhorn in every quartet-exno
friends-- Dannie's enemies and his. Of cept the south. When there was
from First to Second street with vitrail
crept
along
the
brush
it
or
the Pest he had a horror which the timber
rified paving brick.
stmtly orbls mep did not tend to allay; fences or non with tiny spurts of flame
aide-walka and combined curb
there were towns there And settle- through the dry weeds and dead stuband gutters on Jones street from
ments. thickly scattered. Finally he ble which revered rnueti of the cleared
Ninth to Eleventh street,
concluded he would go forward and ex- land.
He ermid see a number of people L. i. WASHINGTON, City Engiamine the line of fire. There might be
neer.
some means by which he could make Moving shout a quarter of It mile wrest
Of the depot. They were tearing down
his way throughit.
A journey of twoenitee brought him a burning fence that Was In perilous
fieekviar's Head/ Menet.
to a small water course. The tile RISS proximity to ROMP Straw stacks and a
When the Maharajah Geekwar. of
burning along the opposite bank. It barn.
Baroda. was In Washington he visited
Meted among the scrub and under- . He heard and saw the 6:50 on the
library,
which
Corigresaional
the
brush and leaped from tree to tree, M. and W. pull in. This was the Chica"How long
first to ehrtrel their foliage to a dead, go express,and thelluekleberry'a local, greatly impressed 4atim
dry brown and then envelop them In *tech wee due at Antioch at midnight, would It take a man to read all theweite
sheets of flame. The crackling weft cOnneeted with it, TWA connection in. Woes!" he, stoked the librarian
Volved a welt of three hours at Rot-t- Putnam. after a rough calculation,
like the report of musketry.
Roger Oakley was awed by the eight. horn. Only one palieenger left )ha said the task would occupy attout 17,In spite of the smoke and heat he eat tealn. He disappeared Into the depot. 0,041 years. "And what would Dr.
down on the trunk of a fallen pine to
(Mc alafusaldasstal.1
Oster Ray to that" remarked the Inrest. POMP birds fluttered out of the ------------dian potentate as he moved on.
rolling masses of smoke above his head
The Swiss are the hotel keepers
and fle'a- • south with shrill cries of
Europe. Varloti. Swiss et ndIcates
Probably the owner of the largest
alarm. A deer crossed the stream, not , Of
the
200 yards from where he NM at a sin-, are running civilised hotels in all
nnaber of dogs in the world is a
gip bound. Nest two large timber Marta where the multitude go.
HIlesian cattle 'tine, who haft 36,000
waive* entered the water, They land- i
sbogistd Anis to imok after 1,6011,him
and
of
throw
stone's
a
within
ed
Mato a bey on teectlief.bent goes 00Vekeep.
1g91.1.t.44402.-941.--:111a-02,4-110411) atelthelit ott4 0411.
,11
- !oast • • .
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Decorating, House
Painting an d Picture Framing you
should phone 1513.
We do your work
quick, do it cheap,
do it gooi.

9-4Et

— COAS r LINE.
To MACK INAe

Lots on Tennessee and Jones streets
between 8th and 9th, $375 cash or
1400, part on time.
412 South 9th St., 6 rooms in good
fix, at $1,650, part. on time.
418 South 9th Ste 6 rooms, house
good condition, at $1,750, part time.
54)3 Fountain Ave., 6 room house,
nice, water inside. exce'lent location.
See me as to priee which depends on

SANDERSON & CO.
Nee 1513. 128 lireadvois

VACATION TRIPS
Made Delightful and
Corn for ta b Ie
TO THR FAMtilei Mit ORTS IN

Caltradt, Utak, Pacific Csast,IlelSrlogi,
Ark., Yellow Stare Park, Tens
end Mei co
I

MISSOURI PACIFIC RY.
I

111

k

Iron Mountain Route
Through Sie•pere, Dining
Cars. Llectric Fans,
now in effect. Liberal lin,
and stop-over pritilegea. I.
Home-seekers. round
duced
trip rates first and third Tues•
days each month to the wee.
and southwest. For descriptive literature, folders, rat...
etc., see nearest ticket ag, •

terms of paytaret.
Some excellent form offers near city,
do now for sub-division and pay +handsome profit at once on present prices.
Madison St. Fountain Park corner
lot at $650. Only chance in park.
Nice North 5th St. 9-room hot-.' !T
excellent condition at $3.800. o:
3 blocks from Palmer House.
Three houses, rents about $31)
month. N. I' corner 6th and Ohio Sta.,
good invest..eont at $2,400.
Have at Hi times money to loan on
farm land at 6 per cent interest, 10
years' time. Certainly getting money
wanted if farm and title all right.
Have acre land just outside city
limits, in very .hoice location, caa sell
in any quantity wanted from about I%
acres up. Well opened up with wide
streets and best offers in this class
•
about city.
Five acres fronting 515 feet on
south side of HinklevIlle road near
city limits at $300 acre. This lent
can be subdivided Into lots and resole
at handsome profit. Easy payments
--Five 4-room double houses on lots
each 40x165 feet to 15 foot alley, on
north side of Clay street between 12t1
and 13th streets at $1,050 each, $100
rash and balance in monthly payment'
of $15. Rents now at $19 month, These are barkairs for investment, as
houses in good condition and grouna
rapidly rising In value. Take one or
more.
One nicest 7-room houses in city
new, never been occupied, all modern
convenienees, near Madison St. fronting on Fountain Ave. and opposite
Lang park, at We), part on time.
Thiele fine offer in good home. Lock
at it and see.
4 6-10 acres near Wallace Park,
h'gh, well drained, with excellent surroundings, 60 foot street in front of it,
at $1,000 on any reasonable payments

or

LOW ROUND-TRIP RATES
IT. 4.1111.1Tefet. T. pa, as Pis:
Isms MK sow Ng llostiat lp

SPEND YOUR VACATION
ON THE CRFAT LAKES
s,

Inkt.

,JR

Through Ticket..
sod %baggage cheeks..
E TABLE
I
o
MACKiNAC DIVISiON
Lciaorto Mondays at •Ss'....lays 9
•lussdays& Thursdays•lip •
lr.Ortood Mondays & •Stit u Mays 5
•WeJoipsdars & Flats,* 9.10 A. M.
Four Trips per week Reontrnemcit,
June itth
Dir••• ep••••••••••t keellow laleadll .511.•
.i••••re for II•Sist,y, Idilys•Sork Charges,
tve•••••••••• •
....arra. Ray. At lassesmad
Soo I..s• I
,•••• .1151 D. 5.5•A It K.
ado." Itaranetas. Vale* bilmmysits
p•ILAts ossi.

ORTPICIT • C
CrivISION
10.10 P. M.
isavs Dsitod da y
5 30 A. C.
Cso•isod a•dy
Lea.. Clootiland nasty 10 IS P. C.
S 30 A. IS.
Arturo DArod dads
awl Llsvi1sgs14..
Psi trips 1•••••• noia•11agars.
lag Jay art
C a. T LINg
11.•••••••
Laski flair Earelss beams.
la-uay sad Toted.
Swi••hat caat sawn Is,....antaa
Petnantt. Agana:
•. brii•VTA.INA Reset sad P T.11
1,•trnIt, Mel.

DEeltOTTISCLEVELANDNAV.co

AND

PADUCAH
EVANSVILLE,
CAIRO LINE.

Evansville

(Incorporated.)
and Padacals

Packets.

(Daily Except Sunday )
Steamers Joe lebwier and John S.
Hopkins, leave Paducah for Ee•nsville and way landings at II a. m.
Special excursion rate now ,n effect from Paducah to Evansville and
return, 84.00. Elegant music on LW,
boat. Table unsurpassed.

STEAMIEre, DICK FOWLER
Leaves Pedueah for Cairo and way
landings at a a. m sharp, daily except Sunday. Special excuelon rates
now in effect from Paducah to Cairo
and return, w:th or without meals
and room. Good music and table unsurpassed. For further information_ apply to
S. A. Fowler, General Pass. Agent, or
desired.
Given Fowler, City Pass. Agent, at
First-class cottage of a rooms, just Fowler-Crumbaugh 4 Co's aloe.
renovated throughout, on north side of Both phones No. 33.
Jefferson St. between 13th and 14th,

LARK'S
KIDNEY
GLOBES
Guaranteed Cure
for all Kidney and
Bladder Diseases.

at $3,500.
ST. LOUIS AND TENNEMEE
Several Rowlandtown lots on $5 00
RIVER PACKET COMPANY.
monthly payments.
240 acres best farm in county, only
FOR TENNESSEE RIVER.
4 miles from city, $1,e00 cash and
SMALL AS A PILL
balance on 5 years time. See me if yuti
EASIER TO TAKE
want what will double in value in few
Two doses give relief, and one box years. -Resell at twice the price long
will cure any ordinary case of Kid- before payments are due.
rotii RENT.
ney or bladder trouble. Removes
Seminal
Good 4-room house, newly papered,
Gravel, cures Diabetes.
Emissions, Weak and Lame Bare, 1111 N. 12th St , at $R.90 month.
Das", radarah foe TeDlledlisP0 Weld
406 Founteet Ave., 4-room cottage,
Rheumatism, and all irregularities of
Every WerIneeday At 4 p. m.
both front and beck porches, hall, welt
the Kidneys and Bladder in
Meade,
A. W. WRIGHT
condition,
men and women. 3old at 50 cents shaded lot 49x150- feet, nice
clerk
EUGENE ROBINSON
per box en— the no cure no pay basis 3 grate Aire places, bargain at $1.600
This conipany is not responsible
Fourto
store,
cash.
by McPeerson's Drug
for Invoice charges unless collected
4-rom Souse and I lots 441 feet wide,
and Broadway, sole agent for Padu
by the clerk of the boat.
ash, or sent by mall upon receipt of surrounded by lots sold and selling
for
offer
whole
price by Lark Medicine Co.. Louis- fast, at $250 each,
moo!) which is a great bargain. See
silks. KY
me and get *eat's.
5-room house on east side 8 4th St.,
between Clark and Adams, at $1,800.
7-room house, S. 4th between Clark
and Adams, west side, sewer connections and modern conveniences, at
eAl•

tt,

STEAMER CLYDE

SOAPS SOAPS SOAPS
WE MUST HAVE

"Of

These are gamines. Ask for what
you want and we can furnish It.
Afew more lots unsold in the Tertell Fountain Part addition at425t
each on payments of $25 cash and
Our line is large. We
balance $5 per month. These are
the best monthly payment lots now
have all kinds. You,
obs had about the city and will
can find the kind of
More future rise in
009- be- gone.
Soap you want at
value in these lots than any you
homes.
for
get
can
Sale—Six-room cottage, on
For
8. E. corner 7th and Harrison; jot
67 ft. 9 inches by 165 feet; stable,
orients' bourse; on long, easy Payments. Only $500 cash. See me
details and get home in best resfor
Bro•dw•ir at 54th fit.
idence part of north side.
NEW YORK CITY, N. V.
Chance for colored people. Rave
Tbe most tor urv.o bly appointed hotel iti
New Yolk, It, furnish ttg. •re rare rich
half dozen houses for sale at prices
and in good tame The htably polished
$500 to $1000 on very ' eerie Paythtougbout the entire house are coveted iib bandwone oriettbtAl rags. Tiled
ments. Small casS and afterward*
bath rooms rent.lat.ng into the Open air •
by the month.
feature. Tetenhone in ewer* lute.
This burl offers to permanent and tase•
Now is the time to get small
int t guests tatpetint accommodationa .er.
DIA. Bailey, Prop.
vice eke., at tempting rates Inspection of
places for country homes. Can sell
this tumult'sl rotehilahment invited.
!nice lots from 6 acre up In very deSAND /OR ILLUSTRATED SOORLET.
sirable location, near electric cars.
Newest and best hotel hi the city
9-room house, 5 Limits from postPROPRIETOR
oMise, north side, sewer connected, Rates $2-on, Two site sample
In best part of cltn at $3,500, of this rooms.
Bath rooms. Ales...hie
only $500 cash, balance. $30 month. Hants. The only centrally located
Don't forget that I have at all
the city.
times plenty of money to loan on hotel in
incent
per
six
at
mortgages
farm
terest ten years time.

r

SHTll & NAGEL'S

Hotel Cumberland

Drug Store

NEW STATE HOTEL
METROPOLIS, ILL,

EDWARD R. SWETT

Henry Ammer!, Jr.

Camorsist Patrons. blialtal•

losond to Tliti old tutocky.

Book Binding, Bank Work Let
end Library Wolter a ergefeley

W

Ivis JANES DikAU6HON'S
Ittd3311.I.

ABIAll L. WEIL & CO
CAMPBELL BLOCK
Tslepbones• Office, 369, Reshisece, Ise

1N8UILANCE,

TRICEincART

arn1D1/413.

gwithreit4Failegra,
(Incorporated.)
NNW,312411 Iridium
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Hass to the field, tried to get him to
sleep so be might lob him, but Bass
This
refused to steep in the field.
angered his companion, and turning
INCORPORATED BY THE STATE OF NEW YORK1
on Ban he struck him with an tree
skull
in.
Taking
his
rod, breaking
was
al/ the money he felled. which
about $50, he left, going directly to
Know His Identity and Are the hocse, where he washed his bands.
This was early Wedneeday ruorbiug.
on Him Trail,
It is stated that the murderer before he left town Wednesday. seemed
agitated on meeting an acquaintance,
claims under Policies over 10 years in force Is 10 per cent.; over 15
Roe Pastreirneis Learned of Wernaa and told him that he 'had done someThe Company has just decihred a eh mortuary dividend on Policies
thing that day which he would give a over 5 Years in force which have matured and shall mature in 1906.
Who t.as .tttidavit Ossicerning
years, -15 per cent.; over 20 years, 20 per cent.; over 25 years, 25 per
Confession,
To all death claims on Policies over 5 years in force It adds 5 per cent.; to
thoueand dollars to undo.
cent.; 1879 '(dle earliest issue), 27 per cent. The cost of this dividend
The fact that the young man lel( all death claims on Policies over 6 years in force, 6 per cent., and an adpayable during the current year is approximately
Paducah as soon as he could get awl./ ditional 1 per cent, for each year of duration. Thus the dividend on
Is another strong bit of circumstanONE MILLION TWO HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS.
LITTLE HOY
GIVES
THE TIP Rai evidence against him.
Mg the first year. The cost of these, which will operate tie a divideud uu
In additiOn to this the immediate benefits (payable during the six
All the evidence of the woman who months after date of issue) on adult industrial Policies. excepung Term
all claims maturing during this year. on the issue of this year, is approxail: play the star witness in the case
and Endowment, issued during 1906 have been doubled. Certain increases
All eyes ale turned towards, the city has been reduced to Writing, sworn have also been made in the benefits on ihfuntile Endowment Policies durimately
hall since the announcement that the to before Police Judge E. H. Puryear
ONE HUNDRED AND FIFTY
THOUSAND DOLLARS.
slayer of Claude Bass is known. The and Comity Attorney Alben Barkley
the
the third
above
inwhich
by their teinas carry benefits lucreisingly yearly after
These
and
dividend
declared
on
dividends
are
over
who
officer
fact that the police 'know who be Is and in the presence of the
dustrial Policies January 1 last, which was a quinquennial cash divicuts little figure In the matter of a worked the ease up.
year) Issued in 1881, 1886, 1891, 1896, and 1901. The amount approThe young man, who committed dend, amounting to about 20 per feat, of the premium for a year, dewarrant, the first matter being the arPolicies,
incasing
Life
and
Endowment
priated
for this dividend was about
dared
on
all
Policies
(except
and
22
years
old
rest of the murderer. This le what the needer, is about
He was,
Bass.
SIX
IH)LLAIRS.
HUNDRED
-TWO
THOUSAND
larger
than
AND
EIGHTY
not
tu..ch
Chief of Police James Collins is lookThus the company THIS YEAlthas declared and 15 PAVING divi dends on industrial Policies amounting to
in" after and the Issuing of a warrant seen in company with 130.is two nights
before the murder riding on a Third
is a necessity and natural formality
street
car, and this led the policeman
"We want to catch the man," is
what Chief Collins stated this morn- to suspect hint of the murder when
Every one of these policies is non- participating, promising
a definite sum only at maturity, without die ends. The paynieut is TURELV VOL.
ing. "and we are using the wires and the bode sae idenilided asi that_ _Of. rNTAftAr. Dividends have been actually - Aid vs-item/it peeette for many Years-be- the MetroPettine• The- totaltt4tW IEFFfltallthategt
wails and every other means. The Bass.
Sion
Atrecioue
murder is one which ha5 no parallel
have
in this city, and while the murder was 'The murder of Bess seems to
in 12 years. Included among these Policies are hundreds .of thousands of.Pelleies implied by other companies and assumed by the Metropolitaa.
in,
without a witness, the circumstantial beeu one of tbe coldeet blooded
the
of
evidence is such that will leave no criminal annels, and the *AM,
wounds indicate a scene equal to the
doubt. It is sure to convict."
tee,e the 'Company as to the mortality cost. The company
famous Rue Morgue crime of the
Intermediate Policies for $590 each have been Issued by the MetroSince the facie of toe murder ware
ape.
years past. They are Policies designed for such of the Inpolitan
for
10
divulged to the police department the
promised to pay if earned, dividends after five years and annually there- •
In the first plate, the police doubt dustrial classes ak can afford to pay annual, semi-annual or quarterly
Public has anxiously awaited their
that the murderer used a straight preatiums Instead of weekly. As plan was new there was no actuarial
after. This year the company set aside over
publication. Because of the Possibiliron rod. and we Inclitiod to the theity of a detriment in effecting the
ory alai a heavy revolver butt made
ure-derera capture, the papers were
the terrible cracks in the man's skull. to be paid in dividends on intermediate Policies during 1906. Payment of these dividends has brought the cost of the Policies very
nearly down to
asked to withhold any evidence that
V-shaped wounds and not elongated the non-participating rates of this and other Ordinary con
would serve as a "tip" to the fugitive
ones ware inflicted.
that be was suspected.
the
The murderer, after striking
Bass
was
Claude
murdered by a
his
leaped on
1:11t1K .have
companion who had been with him
Th•• Ordinary Policies issued by the Company for the last 15 years
*nue of the Policies were issued on annual dlvideud amid senile on deferawl
pro/Rate and insensible body
eeseral days. The fact that Bass had
red dividends 'plane-- litany of the latter having teen issued by other
rained blow after blow on Bags' craw have been practically all written on non-participating rates--plain busim iey ass known to his slayer, and
companies and assumed by the Metropolitan. Upon thew. Policies the
lien
The whole top of the heed and ness contracts for plain business men, which tell their whole story upon
after belitg with him at least two days
their face, leave nothing to the imagination, borrow nothing from . hope.
Company' has this year declared and is paying a dividend equal to the exone eye. were removed by surgeons
and fatlIteg to aceomplinh his purpose
sees premium charged by mutual rateii
matter was require definite condltioin and make definite—Rom-Mee in Ifoliare OPT
non-participating rate
and brain
of robbery. Bass was killed for what the hospital
charged on Its current business. The amount of this dieidend
(aiming out the *per-attires. The mur- cents. 'The rates, therefore, are low. The Conipany has in force, however,
is nearly
little he had—raurdered outright in
TWO HUNDRIII) THOUSAND DOLL IRS. which is a voluntary extra divderer is reported to have told the wo- a considerable, though, compared with its total business, a vely small
tell blood,
idend.
man, to whoni he tonfeseed. that If percentage of participating littleness.
lests•rday morning a policeman
Bees was not dead he soon would be.
ilETRAileoLITAN LIFE INsUlt INcE c0N11't\1' in paying this year is nearly
Thus the animist of dividends ti
heard a small bey remark that
he
'knew some one who Need take him
OLD ENTRANCE
where he could find out all the facia
'THREE (21 ARTERs oF %illicit IN A 1,0,1,1 NTARI lil*T WY THE (OHTANI' To ITN PATRONS.
of the murder. The policeman took
To 115)114e -Hearkjuartere Will He Us
the tip and procured the boy's name.
mid Again.
The boy wou'd tell nothing and the
policeman went to his mother who reThe flight of stone steps, leading
sides near the scene of the murder.
alert. the whole story, through a little from the city hall east yard to a door
in Police Judge E. H Puryear's corstrategy. Was secured.
The policeman rriderstood that the nee have beeu repaired and the door
murderer had washed his hands in the which for years has been nailed up,
woman's house
lie appeared to have ban been opened and will he used
been previously acquainted with this. hereafter Years ago the stein reit
and the woman told her story after down and the door was closed. Prisshe thought a_elenial useless. She oners were formerly conducted to the
C
'hildron's eyes should be examined as soon as they show signs of
stated that on Wednesday
morning hall through this dooiafter oetng arweakness. If your child complained of his eyts and u.t headache
the murderer, whom she knew well, rested and it will prove a great con
diving the last school year, let Dr. Steinfeld make a thorough excame to her house and asked to be sentence, especially since the office
amination before school begins this year. Many a dull child is
permitted to wash his hands. She of Chief Collins has been moved to
dull only on account of headache whenever he tries ,o study.
noticed blood on them and settee] him the police judge's office. Prisoners
what he had been doing
The young can now be driven into the house
man seemed excited and stated that and taken directly before the chief-re
he had killed a fellow named Bess un- The steps were finished this mornder a tree in the field. the location of ing. The work was done by ContracHe tor Charles Smedley.
the body when first discovered_

METROPOLITAN LIFE INSURANCE CO.

POLICE ON WATCH
FOR BASS' SLAYER

JOHN R. HEGEMAN, President.
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Dividend Announcement

BIG CROWD
BRYAN'S
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Six Hundred and Twenty Thousand Dollars
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Moral==Insure With the Metropolitan

Don't Take Chances With the Children's Eyes

Steinfeld Optical Co.
Optical tleadquartyr3 of Paducah.

A fee hard reses are apt to make
case-hartereel.

Out to Quit

BUSINESS
Wr have but a bhOff time left to close out
our Dry Goods, Ladies' andj Men's Furnishings, Notions, etc., and to cot_nplicate
the progress of this sale the contractors
are going to'begin next wrek to

TEAR OUT THE FRONT OF OUR STORE
Ir order to make a clean sweep of everything, we will on FRIDAY a n d
SATU&DAY cut the prices even
lower than our already closing out prices.
SHIRTS

39c 45c, 89c
19c and 43c
Red Diamond Overallg._
85c
15c Linen Collars
10c
100, 21c, 43c
Men's Wotk G'oves
—20c, 35c, 49c
Ladies' Si 25 Kid Gloves
85c
Warner's Corsets .....
39c, 49c. 89c
Ladies' White end Black Walats,,
.390
Ladies' Double Heel, Sole and Toe Hoft
—
10c
Men's Sox, grey, tan and black
7 c
Men's Underwear

White 6 Sit+.
314 Broadway

Open Saturday Night.

ErVES EXAMINED FREE:.

NO FISHING

CLOSING
WAG

REVENGE
'fAkES
el.OWNESS OF CITV.

FOR

Petal in .11Icy Reek of .tmerican 1 %peas Company Cremes Much
Trouble. .

NOTICE
NO fishing In this pond uneees
permitted by the board et health.
The above Is the sign some wag
paced on a stable near a hole in an
alley back of the American Express
company office and it has caused a
great deal of comment.' It is said to
be the rtetet of many attempts to
have the untihnitary condition remedied, and no doubt it will receive the
Immediate attention of the board of
health.
"This hoe has been here foe several
)ears. Al have asked to have it
tidied in and the place made sanitary,
but to'no avail," an attache of the express company declared. "It Is nearly
impossible to get into the rear of the
office in the winter or rainy season
because of the mud anti mire, and alter stands In the hole week after
week."
INTO(IMES BOTTOM:

-

Deputy Ilieeesi Man Before Finally
tapturing Illm.

Deputy Sheriff Hurue Oglivie, while
trying to serve a warrant on Neal
Cothran, of the Hinkleville road, who
is charged by G. M. Tapseott with
using abusive language, cbseed Oothran Into the creek bottoms, where
Cothran Cu rrendervel

4

School Book Lists Now Ready?
Call for the Blue Book Lists and gets your school
books early. If you should buy something not
needed we will exchange or refund money.

It E. Wilson at Harbour's Book Department
WANTED!
HARNESS MAKERS, COLLAR
MAKERS, SADDLE HANDS,
MACHINE OPERATORS
AND CUTTERS
hetern transportation furnished Ire*
if desired after•fair trial. Steady work
guaranteed to contit.eut mechani.e.

OPEN SHOPS
Apply to Either of the Following
Houses
J. D. STRAUS SADDLRitlf CO.
*EVER, BANYIRRMAN lb CO.
BROS. MFG. CO.
4. B. SICKLES SADDLERY CO.
Sr. LOUIS.

MEN *140 WOMER
Ilk
Fee Ilig *atop nnestura
el n,g,borowit!Ant.en Alton •
at to II oon.
Ow...4
Irritations or ult....idol,,
,
of rn 0 co 11 s membrane*
set te tow."
Paint'.,, ttnd not 'atria
r."...is etYlosb.
EVANSINEVICALCO. sent or poi.ourms.
sumissn,s
Reid by Dywegglelle.
er wint in plata wraPPW.
IL a 6.
by sip,...,reloth an
Si he, ”r S t (Li.,M. .

lilf°TT's PENNYROYAL PILLS

See Bradley Bros.

-COALSole agents for the old reliable Cartersville, Ill.,
washed nut and egg coal.

Telephone 339

Safe seed neisble, they
overcome weakness,
erbium vigor, banish warm

No remedy equals OR.
etoris PENNYROYAL PILLS
Sold bY Bruagista and Or.Botts
Chemical Co., Cleveland,Oiito.
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,where a distinct new
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the United States thit
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United States senator

A TIP
About Your Winter supply of

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE SUN.
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Three Millions of Dollars

(509 Broadway.

NeWhIttfial* 4

COnt ,

.Ten Millions of Dollars

washed his hands and as he did so
He stated that money was
talked
what he
trZ

II

New York, Aug. 31
flings lkyan started
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Mittel

/Over Two Millions of Dollars
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